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ABSTRACT
Retinal surgery has long drawn the attention of engineers and clinicians who identified a clear use case for robotics

and assistive technology. In retinal surgery, precision is paramount. Skilled practitioners operate on the boundaries

of human capability, dealing with minuscule anatomic structures that are both fragile and hard to discern. Surgical

operations on the retina, a hair-thick multilayered structure that is an integral part of the central nervous system

responsible for vision, spurred the development of robotic systems that enhance perception, precision, and dexter-

ity. This chapter provides an encompassing overview of the progress that has been made during the last two dec-

ades in terms of sensing, modeling, visualization, stabilization, and control. The chapter reports on recent

breakthroughs with first-in-human experiences, as well as on new venues that hold the potential to expand retinal

surgery to techniques that would be infeasible or challenging without robotics.
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36.1 The clinical need

The retina is a “layer of nervous tissue that covers the inside of the back two-thirds of the eyeball, in which stimulation

by light occurs, initiating the sensation of vision” and “is actually an extension of the brain, formed embryonically from

neural tissue and connected to the brain proper by the optic nerve” [1]. Any damage to the retina may cause irreversible

and permanent visual field defect or even blindness. Key structures that are the subject of different surgical interven-

tions are depicted in Fig. 36.1 and include the sclera, retinal vessels, scar tissue, or epiretinal membranes (ERMs) and,

recently, the retinal layers. A list of parameters and dimensions that characterize these structures is provided in

Table 36.1. In comparison, we note that the diameter of the average human hair is 50 μm, which highlights the micro-

manipulation challenges in retinal surgery.

Open-sky surgery is a less-than-desirable option when treating critically fragile structures within the eye, such as the

retina. Surgeons approach the retina through a “key-hole” set-up, inserting slender instruments through small incisions

in the sclera to operate at a micrometer scale on structures whose complexity rivals or exceeds that of the brain.

Visualization occurs through a stereo operating microscope. The incision forms a fulcrum point. This fulcrum compli-

cates hand�eye coordination due to the inverted relationship between hand and instrument motion (Fig. 36.2). If the

instrument is not pivoted exactly about the fulcrum point a net force will be applied to the sclera which could damage

the sclera or could potentially cause the eye to rotate in its socket. When the eye rotates it becomes more difficult to

reach a location in the retina precisely as the target location changes dynamically. The surgeon uses the support of an

armrest (elbow) and the patient’s head (wrists) to stabilize the hands. Lightweight instruments are maneuvered within

the confined space between the patient’s head and the microscope. A wide-angle lens is often placed between the eye

and microscope, offering a larger view of the retina. This limits the work volume that is available.

36.1.1 Human factors and technical challenges

Retinal microsurgery demands advanced surgical skills. The requirements for vision, depth perception, and fine motor

control are high (Table 36.2), exceeding the fundamental physiological capability of many individuals [26�28]. A pri-

mary cause of tool positioning error is physiological tremor [29]. Even when microsurgical procedures are successfully

performed, in the presence of tremor they require greater concentration and effort and are attended by greater risk.

Patient movement is another important confounding factor. Among patients who snore under monitored anesthesia

(� 16%), half have sudden head movements during surgery, leading to a higher risk of complications [30]. The chal-

lenges of retinal microsurgery are further exacerbated by the fact that in the majority of contact events, the forces

encountered are below the tactile perception threshold of the surgeon [9]. Inability to detect surgically relevant forces

leads to a lack of control over potentially injurious factors that result in complications.

FIGURE 36.1 A cross-section of a human

eye. A cannula is placed 4 mm from the cor-

nea limbus (the border of the cornea and the

sclera), providing access to the intraocular

space.
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Aside from the poor ergonomics of operating through a surgical microscope, leading to an elevated risk for back

and neck injuries, with incidence of 30%�70% for neck pain and 40%�80% for back pain [31], this approach is associ-

ated with difficult hand�eye coordination. Without haptic feedback, the surgeon can only rely on visual feedback.

However, the quality of the visual feedback is still not good enough. Surgeons expend considerable effort adjusting the

optics and illumination to obtain the appropriate level of clarity, detail, and overview of the target scene. Depth percep-

tion is suboptimal. Even with modern stereo microscopes, surgeons are still sometimes unsure exactly when contact

with the retina is established. Poor visualization due to factors such as corneal scars or intense vitreous hemorrhage can

affect the outcome of retinal surgeries and increase the chance of complications.

36.1.2 Motivation for robotic technology

Given the size and fragile nature of the structures involved, complication rates are not negligible [32�34]. Surgical

steps that are considered too risky or even impossible may be facilitated through robotics. There is also an interest in

automating repetitive tasks to reduce cognitive load and allow experts to focus on critical steps of a procedure.

Ergonomy represents another area of potential innovation. One can reconsider the operating layout and optimize usabil-

ity to reduce physical burdens.

Some appealing characteristics of robotic technology for treating the retina include improved positioning accuracy

through some combination of motion scaling and tremor reduction, the ability to keep an instrument steady and

immobilized for a prolonged period of time, and the ability to save coordinates for future use. The retina is neural

TABLE 36.1 Governing dimensions in retinal surgery.

Structure Dimension Comment/Sources

Human eye 24.6 mm avg Axial length [2]

Human retina 100�300 μm Thickness [3]

Internal limiting membrane 0.5�2.5 μm, 1�3 μm Maximal at macula [4,5]

Epiretinal membrane 60 μm Cellular preretinal layer [6]

Retinal vessel 40�350 μm, 40�120 μm Branch to central [3,7]

Vessel puncture force 20 mN avg, 181 mN max Cadaver pig eye [8]

63%,5 mN Cadaver pig eye [9]

0.6�17.5 mN; 80%,7 mN Cadaver pig eye [10]

2 mN avg, 1 mN std Fertilized chicken egg [11]

80%,5 mN Fertilized chicken egg [12]

Vessel dissection force 67 mN avg, 82 mN max Cadaver pig eye [8]

Peeling force 8�12 mN, 15�45 mN ISM

of chicken egg [11,13]

Damage during peeling From 5.1 mN Fertilized chicken egg [14]

From 6.4 mN Rabbit [14]

Retina damage 1788 Pa 17.2 mN on 3.5 mm diameter [15]

Breathing frequency 3 Hz; 0.2 Hz Rat [16]; pig [17]

Breathing amplitude 50 μm; 300 μm Rat [16]; pig [17]

Heartbeat frequency 0.84 Hz; 2 Hz Rat [16]; pig [17]

Heartbeat amplitude 15 μm; 100 μm Rat [16]; pig [17]

Required positioning accuracy 10 μm General [18,19]

Required positioning accuracy 25 μm Subretinal injection [20]

ISM, Inner shell membrane.
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tissue; even a small mistake can cause irreversible damage, including blindness. Through robotics, procedures that cannot

be performed safely using conventional manual techniques due to limitations in precision, such as microcannulation

and subretinal injection, may be considered. In current manual practice, surgeons can only use two instruments simulta-

neously, although three or more instruments would be helpful in complicated cases, such as delaminations. Robotics

further facilitates integration with advanced tooling. Dedicated interfaces could help manage instruments with articulat-

ing end-effectors. User interfaces can be tailored to provide feedback from a broad range of sensors embedded in a new

line of “intelligent” instruments. Robotic surgery may enable operation with narrower instruments, which would

decrease the size of scleral incisions and reduce damage to the sclera.

TABLE 36.2 Human factors and technical limitations in retinal surgery.

Parameter Value Comment/Sources

Physiologic tremor 182 μm, 100 μm RMS Epiretinal membrane removal [21,22]

156 μm RMS Artificial eye model [23]

8�12 Hz Neurogenic tremor component [18]

Fulcrum motion area up to 12.6 mm2 During, e.g., manual vitrectomy [24]

Maximum velocity 0.7 m/s Epiretinal membrane removal [21]

Typical velocity 0.1�0.5 mm/s Epiretinal membrane peeling [25]

Maximum acceleration 30.1 m/s2 Epiretinal membrane removal [21]

Manipulation forces ,7.5 mN in 75% Ex vivo pig eye membrane [9]

FIGURE 36.2 Overall layout and view during retinal surgery. (Left) Retinal surgical scene using surgical microscope, surgeon holding vitrectome

in right hand and light pipe in the left; (right) typical view during an ILM peeling. ILM, Internal limiting layer.
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Taken in combination, the above characteristics could create a highly effective therapeutic system for performing

advanced microsurgical procedures. Not only could the added functionality decrease complication rates, it could also

speed up healing and shorten the duration of admission in the clinic. For robotics to be successful, the above arguments

would need to outweigh the disadvantages of elevated operational cost and increased operation time that seem inevita-

ble, based on today’s technology.

36.1.3 Main targeted interventions

The following retinal procedures have received considerable attention from researchers who identified opportunities for

improvement by use of robotic technology.

36.1.3.1 Epiretinal membrane peeling

An ERM is an avascular, fibrocellular membrane, such as a scar tissue, that may form on the inner surface of the retina

and cause blurred and distorted central vision. Risk for ERM increases with age, primarily affecting people over age

50. ERM is mostly idiopathic and related to an abnormality of the vitreoretinal interface in conjunction with a posterior

vitreous detachment. ERM can also be triggered by certain eye diseases such as a retinal tear, retinal detachment, and

inflammation of the eye (uveitis). The prevalence of ERM is 2% in individuals under age 60 and 12% in those over age

70 [35]. Although asymptomatic, ERM often leads to reduced visual acuity and metamorphopsia, where straight lines

can appear wavy due to contraction forces acting over the macular region [36]. Treatment is surgical and only when the

patient suffers from binocular metamorphopsia and progressive visual decrease less than 50%. The procedure involves

pars-plana vitrectomy, followed by removal (peeling) of the ERM, with or without peeling of the native internal limit-

ing membrane (ILM) in order to decrease the recurrence of ERM afterwards [37].

36.1.3.2 Retinal vein cannulation

Retinal vein occlusion is the second-most-prevalent vasculature-related eye disease [38]. A blood clot clogs the vein,

which leads to a sudden halt in retinal perfusion. Since arterial inflow continues, hemorrhages develop and the retina

may become ischemic, leading to retinal neural cell apoptosis. Depending on the thrombus location, one distinguishes

between central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) and branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), that is, when the thrombus

resides in a smaller branch vein. BRVO can be asymptomatic but may lead to sudden painless legal blindness.

Secondary macular edema can develop and cause metamorphopsia. Later, neovascularization can occur because of

ischemic retina and cause secondary glaucoma, retinal detachment, and vitreous hemorrhage [39]. There is no etiologic

curative treatment at present. One of the few symptomatic treatments that are offered are injections to prevent neovas-

cularization, delivered directly into the eye. The injected medicine can help reduce the swelling of the macula. Steroids

may also be injected to help treat the swelling and limit the damage to the occluded tissue. If CRVO is severe, ophthal-

mologists may apply panretinal photocoagulation wherein a laser is used to make tiny burns in areas of the retina. This

lowers the chance of intraocular bleeding and can prevent eye pressure from rising to sight-threatening levels.

36.1.3.3 Subretinal injection

In procedures such as antivascularization treatment, drugs are commonly administered in the vitreous humor to slow

down neovascularization. Although intravitreal injections are fairly simple, when targeting cells in subretinal spaces the

dose that actually reaches those cells could be very small. Subretinal injection is an alternative where drugs are directly

injected in the closed subretinal space. Subretinal injection is regarded as the most effective delivery method for cell

and gene therapy—including stem-cell therapy for degenerative vitreoretinal diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa, age-

related macular degeneration, and Leber’s congenital amaurosis [40]—despite it potentially leading more often to

adverse events and possible complications [41].

36.1.4 Models used for replicating the anatomy

To support technology development for the abovementioned procedures, a variety of synthetic, in vitro, and in vivo

models have been proposed over the past decade. Table 36.3 provides an overview of the most commonly used models

and some indicative references to works were they are described or deployed. Due to the complexity of the human eye,

different models are suited for each surgical intervention, with no single model satisfying all requirements. Despite the

abundance of available models, research is still ongoing to further improve the existing models. For example, for
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membrane peeling, Gupta et al. have been searching for representative in silico models [43]. For vein cannulation, the

Rotterdam Eye Hospital has been developing an ex vivo perfused pig eye model that can be used to evaluate retinal

motion or vessel coagulation [54]. A modified Rose Bengal method has been developed to create clotted vessels in live

pigs for validating cannulation performance [55,56].

36.2 Visualization in retinal surgery

As force levels remain predominantly below human perceptual thresholds, haptic feedback is of no avail in current sur-

gical practice. This section explains the basic technology that is available for visualization. Over the years, a broad

range of medical imaging technologies have played crucial roles in imaging the retina preoperatively and during inter-

ventions. In the following, we describe some of the most important modalities related to robotic microsurgery, with an

emphasis on the stereo microscope (Section 36.2.1), as it plays a central role in the link between the patient and the

operating physician. The second part of this section (Section 36.2.2) introduces optical coherence tomography (OCT) as

an imaging modality with rapidly increasing importance in retinal surgery.

36.2.1 Basic visualization through operative stereo microscopy

Operative microscopes are the primary tool to image the surgical site during retinal microsurgery and are fully inte-

grated into the standard of care worldwide. With a number of commercial vendors offering stereo microscopes (Zeiss,

Leica Microsystems, Haag-streit Surgical, Topcon Medical Systems), most provide high-quality magnified and illumi-

nated viewing of the surgical area. The obtained image quality is a result of a plurality of components briefly summa-

rized in the following.

36.2.1.1 Stereo microscope

At its core, a stereo microscope is composed of a binocular head mount that allows the operating clinician to view the

surgical site via an optical system. Typically, the optical system consists of a set of lenses and prisms that connect to an

objective lens that dictates the working distance to the viewing site. Critically, the stereo microscope relies on two opti-

cal feeds that allow the operating clinician to view the retina with depth perception. To modulate imaging magnifica-

tion, different inbuilt lenses can be selected during the procedure by means of a control knob or pedal that comes with

TABLE 36.3 Models used for simulating and testing retinal surgeries, including membrane peeling, vein cannulation,

and injections.

Model Peeling Cannulation Inj. Comment

Synthetic membranes [25,42�44] Peeling of membrane

Gelatin phantom [45] 10% Mimics tissue

Soft cheese [20] Similar OCT response

Rubber band [46] Simulates scleral contact

Agar [47] [48] [49] Vitreous humor

Raw chicken egg [13,42,50] Peeling ISM

Fertilized chicken egg [3,11,13] [3,11,51] Peeling ISM

Cadaver bovine eye [52] [45] W/o cornea, lens, vitreous

Cadaver pig eye [7,8,53] [49] Open-sky; 40�60 μm

Perfused pig eye [54] Closure of vessels

In vivo pig eye [55,56] W/lasering to form clots

In vivo rabbit eye [8,57] [8,58] Preretinal 60 μm vessels

In vivo cat eye [58] Intraretinal vessels

ISM, Inner shell membrane; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
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the system. Most recent systems feature focal lengths of 150�200 mm, allowing crisp visualization of the eye posterior.

Fig. 36.3 provides a view upon the retina for different zoom factors. In addition, a secondary set of binoculars is often

available by means of a beam splitter so that additional personnel can view the surgical procedure simultaneously.

Physically, stereo microscopes are mounted on the ceiling or suspended via a floor stand arm. They come with a

dedicated foot pedal to control specific functionalities—including precise placement of the stereo microscope, and

changing of focus or zoom—with the benefit of providing the operating clinician maximal freedom with their hands.

36.2.1.2 Additional lenses

In addition to the optical system in the stereo microscope, it is common to use an additional lens during procedures in

order to provide a wider field of view (FOV) or improve visualization at dedicated locations of the retina. In practice

the choice of this additional lens is based on the surgical task in question. We briefly discuss some of the choices com-

mon to retinal microsurgery.

In practice, there are two types of additional lenses used: noncontact and contact lenses. As the name indicates, the

difference in these lies in whether or not the lens is touching the cornea. In the case of noncontact lenses, these are typi-

cally attached to the microscope itself by means of an adapter that can be moved in and out of the viewing path manu-

ally. In contrast, contact lenses are placed in physical contact with the eye during dedicated portions of the procedures.

These are typically handheld by an assistant while in use or directly sutured to the eye. Both types have their advan-

tages: noncontact lenses are convenient as they do not require an additional personnel or cause trauma to the eye, but

they are not always properly aligned with the viewing region under consideration; conversely, handheld or sutured

lenses provide improved viewing comfort but require an additional hand.

In terms of visualization, additional lenses serve two important purposes. The first is to provide a wider FOV that

can range up to 130 degrees of view (e.g., BIOM or Eibos). Such wide-angle lenses are common during vitrectomy pro-

cedures. In contrast, for procedures related to the macula such as ILM or ERM peeling, lenses that provide smaller

fields of view with greater resolution are often preferred. Perhaps the most popular of this kind is the Machemer lens

that provides a highly magnified 30 degree FOV.

36.2.1.3 Light sources

In order to see the surgical site, light from the exterior must be directed onto the retina. A variety of options now exist

to do so, and the use of multiple illumination types during a single procedure is common. However, an important risk

factor and consequence of used illumination systems is induced retinal phototoxicity. First reported in 1966 in patients

having undergone cataract surgery, phototoxicity can be either thermal or photochemical in nature from excessive ultra-

violet or blue light toxicity. Reports indicate that roughly 7% of macular hole repair patients have experienced signifi-

cant phototoxicity. As such, the operating clinician is always forced to compromise illumination with patient safety.

FIGURE 36.3 Field of view from a microscope. Retina visualization with stereo microscope and two different zoom factors. Surgical tweezers are

used to delicately interact with the retina.
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As a primary illumination system, an integrated light source is already available with the surgical system itself. This

light source is coaxial with the microscope’s optical system, allowing the light source to travel the same path as the

viewing path, which reduces shadowing effects.

Alternatively, endoilluminators are fiber-optic light pipes inserted through one of the trocars in the eye sclera. Most

common in surgical practice are two types of light sources for such light pipes: xenon and halogen. Although both have

the potential to induce phototoxicity, both are considered safe. Light pipes of this nature come in 20, 23, and 25 gauge

sizes, providing a spectrum of pipe stiffness useful for eye manipulations during procedures. Today, such illumination

pipes provide cone-like illuminations of up to 40�80 degree angles depending on the system.

Naturally, a consequence of the light pipe endoilluminator is that the operator physician is forced to use one hand to

manipulate this light source during the procedure. While this can be effective to augment depth perception (via an

instrument’s project shadow on the retina) or improve illumination of specific retinal regions, chandelier illuminations

offer an alternative and give the clinician freedom in both hands. Chandelier endoilluminators provide excellent wide-

angle illumination in situations where bimanual surgical maneuvers are necessary.

36.2.1.4 Additional imaging

Prior to the surgical intervention, an important aspect is to visualize what areas of the retina should be manipulated dur-

ing an envisioned procedure. To do this, a variety of imaging devices and modalities are typically used in routine clini-

cal care. These include but are not limited to

� Color fundus imaging relies on a digital camera, with an electronic control of focus and aperture to image a 30�50

degree FOV of the retina. The technology dates back to the 1880s and can be used to capture over 140 degrees for

peripheral imaging using additional lenses. Nowadays, acquiring color fundus images is an easy and relatively inexpen-

sive method to diagnose, document, and monitor diseases affecting the retina. Variants to color fundus photography such

as red-free imaging, which enhance the visibility of retinal vessels by removing red wavelengths, are also common.
� Fluorescein angiography is similar to color fundus photography except that it takes advantage of different filters

and fluorescein intravenous injections to produce high-contrast images at the early stages of an angiogram. By using

the camera light flashes, which are excited using a filter and then absorbed by the fluorescein, blood flow regions of

the vasculature are strongly highlighted. This can then be recorded via the camera and help depict the complete vas-

culature of the retina. Such imaging is extremely effective in identifying regions of the retina that have venous

occlusions and other related pathologies.
� OCT is a fast and noninvasive imaging modality that can acquire micrometer-resolution three-dimensional (3D)

scans of the anterior and posterior segments of the eye. Since its introduction in 1991, it has become one of the

most widely used diagnostic techniques in ophthalmology. Today, OCT is used to diagnose and manage a variety of

chronic eye conditions, as it provides high-resolution imaging and visualization of relevant biomarkers such as inter-

or subretinal fluid buildup, retinal detachments, or pigment epithelium detachments. In addition, it enables careful

measurement of retinal thickness, which can be important during retinal detachment or macular hole repair proce-

dures. OCT angiography (OCT-A) can also be used to yield 2D volumes of the vasculature, bypassing fluorescein

injections. Similarly, Doppler OCT can be used to quantify blood perfusion. Given its strong clinical relevance and

its pertinent role in the future of robotic retinal surgery, the following sections will describe OCT in detail.

36.2.2 Real-time optical coherence tomography for retinal surgery

Retinal surgery requires both visualization and physical access to limited space in order to perform surgical tasks on

delicate tissue at the micrometer scale. When it comes to viewing critical parts of the surgical region and to working

with micrometer accuracy, excellent visibility and precise instrument manipulation are essential. Conventionally, visual-

ization during microsurgery is realized by surgical microscopes, as shown in Fig. 36.2, which limits the surgeon’s FOV

and prevents perception of microstructures and tissue planes beneath the retinal surface. The right image in Fig. 36.2

and both sides of Fig. 36.3 show a typical microscope view of the retina surface during ILM peeling. The entire thick-

ness of human retina, which consists of 12 layers, is only about 350 μm and the ILM is as thin as 1�3 μm [5].

Therefore even with the aid of advanced surgical microscope systems, such operation is extremely challenging and

requires rigorous and long-term training for retinal surgeons.

So far, several well developed imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging, X-ray computed tomogra-

phy, and ultrasound sonogram have been utilized in image-guided interventions for various kinds of surgeries [59].

However, these conventional imaging modalities are not suitable for retinal surgery because their resolution is too low,
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which prevents resolving the retinal microstructures. The slow imaging speed is problematic here as well. In recent

years, OCT emerged as a popular intraoperative imaging modality for retinal surgery. OCT systems are now capable

of achieving high-speed imaging in excess of 100 cross-sectional images per second, large imaging depths of a

few millimeters, and micrometer-level transverse and longitudinal resolution [60,61]. Images such as depicted in

Fig. 36.4 are produced with OCT.

OCT systems evolved rapidly over the past 30 years, and currently there are many different types of commercial

systems in the market. Below is a short description of each type.

� Time-domain (TD) OCT: TD OCT is the first variant of OCT that achieves depth scanning (i.e., A-scan imaging) by

physically translating the position of a reference plane in function of the depth of the imaging layer that one wants

to visualize. To detect the signal, a simple photodetector directly captures the intensity of the interference signal.

Because the reference plane can be translated over a long distance using mechanical stages, a very long imaging

depth, typically on the order of several centimeters to tens of centimeters, can be achieved. However, the typical A-

scan speed is less than 1 kHz. Therefore the major drawbacks of TD OCT systems are slower scanning speed and

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
� FD OCT: Unlike TD OCT, frequency-domain OCT (FD OCT) systems perform spectral measurements and the

depth information is deduced from Fourier transforming the OCT spectral data. Since FD OCT does not need

the physical movement of the reference plane, it can be made high speed. Furthermore, the use of spectral measure-

ments significantly improves the SNR compared to TD OCT [62,63]. FD OCT system characteristics are described

in detail in the next section.
� Spectral-domain (SD) OCT: SD OCT is the original variant of FD OCT that uses a spectrometer and a broadband

light source to measure the OCT spectral interference signal. Most commercial OCT systems are SD OCT type and

generally operate with A-scan speeds in the range of 70 Hz to 20 kHz. SD OCT systems exhibit significant improve-

ments in SNR compared to TD OCT and allow high-speed OCT imaging where the imaging speed depends on the

speed of a line-scan camera used in the spectrometer.

FIGURE 36.4 Diagnostic imaging modalities. Fundus color photography (upper left), fluorescein angiography (upper right), and optical coherence

tomography (lower) are preoperative imaging modalities commonly used before retinal interventions.
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� Swept-source (SS) OCT: The latest development in OCT technology is SS OCT. It uses a wavelength-swept laser

and a high-speed single photodetector to measure the OCT spectral interference signal. Typical commercial versions

exhibit A-scan speeds in the range of 50�200 kHz. Typically SS OCT systems are faster, exhibit larger imaging

depth, and offer higher SNR compared to SD OCT. However, they are more expensive than SD OCT. For example,

a typical SS OCT engine operating at 100 kHz would cost approximately 30,000 dollars whereas a 70-kHz OCT

spectrometer engine would be in the 10,000 dollar range.
� Intraoperative OCT (iOCT): iOCT generally refers to an FD OCT system integrated into a surgical microscope that

allows OCT visualization during surgical procedures. Typical commercial iOCT systems provide real-time B-mode

(i.e., cross-sectional) images. A postprocessed C-mode (i.e., volumetric) image can be typically generated in a few

seconds. Several companies provide iOCT as an option for their high-end surgical microscope systems.
� Common-path OCT (CP OCT): CP OCT, unlike the standard OCT systems that use a Michelson interferometer

setup, does not have a separate reference arm [64,65]. Instead it uses the signal arm as the reference arm and the

reference signal is produced from the distal end of the signal arm. Therefore the signal and the reference beam

mostly share the same beam path. This allows a much simpler system design, lower associated costs, and the abil-

ity to use interchangeable probes, as well as the freedom to use any arbitrary probe arm length. CP OCT is also

immune to polarization, dispersion effects, and fiber bending. This makes CP OCT systems ideal for endoscopic

applications [64].
� Fourier domain CP OCT (FD CP OCT): The FD CP OCT is the Fourier domain variant of CP OCT.

36.2.3 Principle of Fourier domain optical coherence tomography

FD OCT was first described by Fercher et al. in 1995 [66]. Over the past two decades [62,63,67�69] it has been devel-

oped rapidly and most of the commercial OCT systems are of this type. Compared to TD OCT, FD OCT has more than

two orders of magnitude higher sensitivity and significantly faster imaging speed [62] with the typical A-scan imaging

speed in the order of a few 100 kHz. There are two different types of FD OCT as mentioned above: SD OCT which

uses a broadband light source and a dispersive spectrometer with a line-scan array detector, and SS OCT which uses a

narrow-single-wavelength-swept laser with a high-speed PIN detector.

Fig. 36.5 shows the schematic layout and signal processing steps of a typical spectrometer-based FD OCT (i.e., SD

OCT). The spectrometer in SD OCT uses a diffraction grating that disperses the broadband light, several collimating

lenses, and a high-speed line-scan CCD or CMOS camera to detect the spectrum of the OCT signal. The signal arriving

FIGURE 36.5 A schematic of SD OCT. A typical

layout of a Fourier domain OCT system based on a

spectrometer (i.e., SD OCT) is shown schematically

with simplified signal processing steps. OCT, Optical

coherence tomography; SD OCT, spectral-domain

optical coherence tomography.
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at the line-scan camera is the combined interferogram of the light waves from different depths within the sample. The

resultant signal spectrum ID(k) can be written as [70]
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where k is the wavenumber, S(k) is the power spectrum of the light source, RR is the power reflectivity of the reference

mirror, and RSi is the power reflectivity of the ith layer of the sample. The depth profile or A-scan image of the sample

can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the spectrum in Eq. (36.1). This results in a spatial domain A-scan

image which can be expressed as
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where γ(z) is the Fourier transform of S(k). The “DC terms” correspond to the spectrum of the light source. Usually, this

is the largest component of the detector signal, which needs to be subtracted before A-scan images can be displayed. The

“cross-correlation terms” are the terms that form the desired OCT A-scan image. It contains several peaks whose locations

are determined by the distance offset from the reference mirror position zR and the target positions zS. The amplitude of

these peaks changes according to the light source power and the reflectivity of the reference and the target positions within

the sample. The last component, the “autocorrelation terms,” comes from the interference of the light between different

reflectors within the target. This results in a ghost image artifact. However, this component is usually located away from

the desired signal, since the distances between the different reflectors within the sample are small.

The OCT signal can be visualized as a depth-resolved 1D image (A-mode), a cross-sectional 2D image (B-mode),

or a volumetric 3D image (C-mode); schematically shown in Fig. 36.6. In most SD OCT systems, the signal is detected

as a spectral modulation using a spectrometer which samples them uniformly in wavelength, and this can be described

as in Eq. (36.1). This implies that they are nonlinear in wavenumber domain. Thus, applying the discrete Fourier trans-

form or fast Fourier transform to such a signal will seriously degrade the imaging quality. A specific procedure, both in

hardware and software, has been developed to reconstruct the image from the nonlinear wavenumber domain spectrum.

Compared to the hardware solutions that usually complicate the design of the spectrometer and increase the cost, the

software solutions are usually much more flexible and cost-efficient. There are two widely used software methods: the

first is based on numerical interpolation that includes various linear interpolations and cubic interpolation; the other

uses the nonuniform discrete Fourier transform or the nonuniform fast Fourier transformation.

36.2.3.1 Axial resolution of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography

The OCT light source having a Gaussian spectral shape with a bandwidth Δλ for wavelength and Δk for wavenumber,

can be described mathematically as

SðkÞ5 1

Δk
ffiffiffi
π

p e2 ðk2k0Þ=Δk½ �2 (36.2)

where k0 is the center wavenumber. It can be shown that its Fourier transform γ(z) is

γðzÞ5 e2z2Δk2 (36.3)
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From Eq. (36.2) the A-scan signal is the convolution of γ(z) and the sample’s structure function δ(z6 2(zR2 zS)).

Thus, the resolution laxial of the SD OCT in axial direction can be defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of γ(z)

laxial 5
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð2Þ

p
Δk

5
2 lnð2Þ

π
λ2
0

Δλ
(36.4)

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the light source. As you can see the axial resolution of the OCT is determined by

the bandwidth of the light source. Thus a broadband light source is usually used in the SD OCT system to achieve

high-resolution imaging.

36.2.3.2 Lateral resolution of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography

In SD OCT, the lateral resolution is defined as the FWHM of the point spread function (PSF) of the probe beam at the

beam waist. Assume the numerical aperture of the objective lens before the sample is denoted as NA. Then the lateral

resolution of SD OCT can be expressed as

llateral 5
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð2Þ

p
π

λ0

NA
(36.5)

36.2.3.3 Imaging depth of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography

In SD OCT, the imaging depth is influenced by two factors. The first is the sample’s scattering and absorption. This

causes the light intensity to decrease exponentially with depth. Another factor is the spectrometer’s spectral resolution.

It is determined by the light bandwidth, Δk, and the number of the pixels in the line-scan camera, which is denoted as

N. Based on the Shannon/Nyquist theory, the maximum imaging depth of the SD OCT system limited by the resolution

of the spectrometer is given by

zmax 5
Nπ
2Δk

(36.6)

Eq. (36.4) shows that the axial resolution of SD OCT is inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the light source.

Thus both high-resolution and large bandwidth spectral measurements are needed for SD OCT imaging that requires

both large imaging depth and high axial resolution. This requires a large linear array camera which can be quite expen-

sive. In addition, a slow sampling rate will increase the imaging time, which makes the imaging susceptible to motion

artifacts. It also produces a large amount of data that becomes a heavy burden on the image storage and transferring.

FIGURE 36.6 OCT imaging modes. Three different scanning/imaging modes of OCT are schematically described: A-scan (1D), B-scan (2D), and

C-scan (3D). OCT, Optical coherence tomography.
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36.2.3.4 Sensitivity of spectral-domain optical coherence tomography

The sensitivity of an SD OCT system can be expressed as [71]
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where N is the number of pixels obtained at the detector, ρ is the efficiency of the spectrometer, η denotes the quantum

efficiency of the detector, T is the CCD/CMOS detector integration time, h is Planck’s constant, v0 is the center fre-

quency, P0 is the output of the source power, and γR and γS are the parts of the input power that enter the spectrometer

from the reference and sample arms, respectively. Rr is the power reflectivity of the reference mirror, Π is the polariza-

tion state of the source, Δveff is the effective spectral line width of the light source, and σrec is the RMS of the receiver

noise. The three terms in the denominator of Eq. (36.7) have different meanings: the first is the shot noise, the second

the excess noise, and the third the receiver noise.

36.2.4 High-speed optical coherence tomography using graphics processing units
processing

Due to their fast working speed, OCT systems are suitable for use as clinical interventional imaging systems. To

provide accurate and timely visualization, real-time image acquisition, reconstruction, and visualization are essential.

However, in current ultrahigh-speed OCT technology, the reconstruction and visualization speeds (especially 3D

volume rendering) are generally far behind the data acquisition speed. Therefore most high-speed 3D OCT systems

usually work in either low-resolution modes or in a postprocessing mode, which limits their intraoperative surgical

applications. To overcome this issue, several parallel processing methods have been implemented to improve A-scan

data of FD OCT images. The technique that was adopted by most commercial systems is based on multicore CPU

parallel processing. Such systems have been shown to achieve 80,000 line/s processing rate on nonlinear-k

polarization-sensitive OCT systems and 207,000 line/s on linear-k systems, both with 1024-point/A-scan [72,73].

Nevertheless, the CPU-based processing is inadequate for real-time 3D video imaging, even a single 3D image

display can take multiple seconds. To achieve ultrahigh-speed processing, GPGPU (general purpose computing on

graphics processing units)-based technology can accelerate both the reconstruction and visualization of ultrahigh-

speed OCT imaging [69,74,75].

The signal processing flow chart of the dual-GPUs architecture is illustrated in Fig. 36.7. where three major

threads are used for the FD OCT system raw data acquisition (Thread 1), the GPU-accelerated FD OCT data

processing (Thread 2), and the GPU-based volume rendering (Thread 3). The three threads synchronize in the

pipeline mode, where Thread 1 triggers Thread 2 for every B-scan and Thread 2 triggers Thread 3 for every

complete C-scan, as indicated by the dashed arrows. The solid arrows describe the main data stream and the hollow

arrows indicate the internal data flow of the GPU. Since the CUDA technology currently does not support direct

data transfer between GPU memories, a C-scan buffer is placed in the host memory for the data relay [75]. Such

dual-GPU architecture separates the computing task of the signal processing and the visualization into different

GPUs, which has the following advantages: (1) Assigning different computing tasks to different GPUs makes the

entire system more stable and consistent. For the real-time 4D imaging mode, the volume rendering is only con-

ducted when a complete C-scan is ready, while B-scan frame processing is running continuously. Therefore if the

signal processing and the visualization are performed on the same GPU, competition for GPU resource will happen

when the volume rendering starts while the B-scan processing is still going on, which could result in instability for

both tasks. (2) It will be more convenient to enhance the system performance from the software engineering

perspective. For example, the A-scan processing could be further accelerated and the PSF could be refined by

improving the algorithm with GPU-1, while a more complex 3D image processing task such as segmentation or

target tracking can be added to GPU-2.

Fig. 36.8 provides an overview of a stereo microscope with iOCT as well as a pair of digital cameras allowing

simultaneous capturing of both the pair of stereo-images as well as iOCT-images. The iOCT and digital cameras share

a large part of the optical path. This is convenient as zoom adjustments will be equally reflected in the stereo-camera as

on the iOCT scanner. While such and similar layouts offer powerful measurement tools for capturing the retina, the

quality still depends on the state and alignment of all intervening media. Advanced instruments described next

(Section 36.3) bypass these problems by directly measuring inside the patient’s eye.
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36.3 Advanced instrumentation

Over the last few decades advances in instrumentation have significantly altered retinal surgery practice. The develop-

ment of pars-plana vitrectomy in the 1970s by Macherner formed a key milestone [76]. Kasner had discovered in 1962

that the vitreous humor, the clear gel-like structure that occupies the intraocular space between the lens and retina

(Fig. 36.1), could be removed amongst others providing unrestricted access to the retina [77,78]. Macherner developed

pars-plana vitrectomy, a minimally invasive technique to remove the vitreous humor. In this technique a so-called

vitrectome is introduced at a distance of 3�4 mm from the limbus, the place where the cornea and sclera meet. This

region, the so-called pars plana, is free from major vascular structures. The retina typically starts at 6�8 mm posterior

to the limbus. There is thus little risk for retinal detachment when making an incision in the pars plana to create access

to the intraocular space [77]. A vitrectome, a suction cutter, is then used to remove the vitreous humor, which can be

replaced by a balanced salt solution. Often a three-port approach is adopted where, aside for the vitrectome, a second

incision is made to connect a supply line to provide at constant pressure the salt solution. A third incision is used to

pass a light-guide to provide local illumination. Vitrectomy clears the path for other instruments to operate on the ret-

ina. Modern retinal instruments include retinal picks, forceps, diamond-dusted membrane scrapers, soft-tip aspiration

cannulas, cauterization tools, coagulating laser fibers, chandeliers (illuminating fibers), and injection needles. There is a

trend to miniaturize these instruments, with a particular focus on the diameter. In retinal surgery the instrument diame-

ter is expressed in the Birmingham wire gauge (BWG) system.

The BWG system is often simply termed Gauge and abbreviated as G; Table 36.4 shows the corresponding dimen-

sions in millimeters. When the diameter drops to 25 G (0.5 mm) the required incisions become self-sealing so that there

FIGURE 36.7 Signal processing flow chart of ultrahigh-speed OCT based on dual-GPUs architecture. Dashed arrows, thread triggering; solid

arrows, main data stream; hollow arrows, internal data flow of the GPU. Here the graphics memory refers to global memory. GPU, Graphics proces-

sing units; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
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is no need to suture the incisions, and the risk of inflammation is reduced. However, the 25 G instruments are more

compliant and may bend (e.g., when trying to reposition the eye). Some retinal surgeons therefore prefer larger and stif-

fer 23 G (0.65 mm) instruments. Next to the more “traditional” instruments various sophisticated instruments, featuring

integrated sensing capability (Sections 36.3.1 and 36.3.2) as listed in Table 36.5 or enhanced dexterity (Section 36.3.4)

have been reported. In contrast to methods relying on external measurement (Section 36.2) or actuation (Section 36.5)

these instruments directly measure and act in the intraocular space, bypassing the complex optical path formed by the

plurality of lenses and intervening media, and avoiding the effect of the scleral interface. Therefore they potentially

allow a more precise acquisition, understanding, and control over the interaction with the retinal tissue.

36.3.1 Force sensing

Fragile structures at the retina may get damaged when undergoing excessive forces. As these excessive forces often lie

below human perceptual thresholds [9], this is not an imaginary problem. Gonenc et al. describe iatrogenic retinal

breaks, vitreous hemorrhage, as well as subretinal hemorrhages following peeling procedures [42]. When too large

forces are applied on a cannulated vessel it may tear or get pierced. This may lead to serious bleeding, or unintentional

injection of a thrombolytic agent in subretinal layers which would cause severe trauma. Over the years researchers have

presented several sensors for measuring the force applied on retinal structures Fig. 36.9 shows a time-line with some

developments in this regard.

36.3.1.1 Retinal interaction forces

Gupta and Berkelman employed strain gauges glued upon or integrated in the instrument handle [9,79,80]. These early

works provided a first insight into the governing interaction forces with the retina. Gupta showed that for 75% of the

time interaction forces stayed within 7.5 mN below human perceptional thresholds. Berkelman developed a three-

degree-of-freedom (DoF) sensor based on a double cross-flexure beam design [79,80]. Aside from submillinewton pre-

cision, Berkelman’s sensor behaves isotropically in three DoFs. With a 12.5 mm outer diameter (O.D.) this sensor can

only be integrated in the instrument handle. The sensor therefore does not only pick up the interaction forces at the

FIGURE 36.8 Layout of a stereo microscope

with iOCT and digital cameras. Frontal view

upon a commercial stereo microscope with mounts

for digital cameras and iOCT. iOCT, Intraoperative

optical coherence tomography.

TABLE 36.4 Lookup table—instrument dimensions from Birmingham wire gauge.

Gauge 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

mm 0.889 0.813 0.711 0.635 0.559 0.508 0.457 0.406 0.356 0.330
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retina, but also forces that develop at the incision in the sclera. Since the latter are typically an order of magnitude

larger [8], it is difficult to estimate the interaction forces at the retina. Therefore researchers searched for embedding

sensors in the shaft of the surgical instruments to measure directly in the intraocular space.

The first intraocular force sensor by Sun et al. employed FBG (Fiber Bragg grating) optical fibers [11]. Fiber optical

sensors are attractive as they can be made very small, are immune to electrical noise, and sterilizable [82]. Sun started

with a single 160 μm FBG strain sensor. The sensor was glued in a square channel manufactured along the longitudinal

axis of a 0.5 mm diameter titanium wire, mimicking 25 G ophthalmic instruments [11]. The sensitive part of the optical

fiber, that is, a 1 cm long portion where the Bragg grating resides, was positioned nearby the distal instrument tip such

that interaction forces at the sclera would not be picked up. A measurement resolution of 0.25 mN was reported. During

experiments on fertilized chicken eggs, forces between 8 and 12 mN were found when peeling the inner shell membrane

(ISM). Forces in the range of 1�3 mN were measured during vessel cannulation experiments. In a follow-up work a

two-DoF version was developed by routing three fibers along the longitudinal axis of a 0.5 mm diameter instrument

[13]. This sensor measures transverse force components perpendicular to the instrument axis. Through differential mea-

surement the effect of temperature could be canceled out. Experiments were conducted on, respectively, a raw egg

TABLE 36.5 Overview of sensor-integrated vitreo-retinal instruments.

Measurand Technology (references)

Retinal interaction force Strain gauge [9,79,80]; Fabry�Perot [81,82]; FBG [13,14,17,42,83�87]

Scleral interaction force FBG [46,88,89]

Proximity, depth OCT [17,45,87,90,91]

Puncture Impedance [92]

Oxygen Photoluminescence [93]

FBG, Fiber Bragg grating; OCT, optical coherence tomography.

FIGURE 36.9 Force sensing for retinal surgery. Evolution of force sensing over recent years and integration of force-sensing technology in instru-

ments for retinal surgery.
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membrane, a chorioallantoic membrane (CAM), which is an extraembryonic membrane of a fertilized chicken egg [3],

and on a rabbit [14]. Peeling forces varied between 0.2�1.5 and 1.3�4.1 mN, for the rabbit an average minimum force

to delaminate the hyaloid was 6.7 mN. Damage appeared in the CAM model when forces exceeded 5.1 mN, whereas

retinal tears occurred in the rabbit from forces beyond 6.4 mN. Gonenc et al. used a similar design on a hook with the

Micron, a handheld robotic instrument, to measure forces while peeling different membrane models [42]. He et al. intro-

duced a three-DoF force sensing pick which is also sensitive to axial forces. A superelastic Nitinol flexure is foreseen

to make the tool sensitive in the axial direction [85]. The RMS error was below 1 mN in all directions [85].

Several works introduced microforceps with integrated force sensing [84,85,94]. Gonenc et al. foresaw a method

to ensure that grasping does not affect the force reading [94]. Kuru et al. developed a modular setup allowing

exchange of the forceps within a nondisposable force-sensing tube [86]. Gijbels et al. developed a stainless steel

cannulation needle with two-DoF FBG sensing and an 80-μm needle tip [10,83]. The sensor resolution was 0.2 mN.

Repeatable force patterns were measured when cannulating synthetic vessels in a polydimethylsiloxane (a silicon-

based organic polymer) (PDMS) retina [95] and cadaver pig eyes [10]. Whereas the force sensor is only sensitive to

transverse forces, typical cannulation needles, including those from Gijbels [83] and Gonenc et al. [96], have a distal

tip that is bent under an angle close to 45% to ease cannulation [12]. This angulation renders the sensor also sensitive

to puncture forces which are hypothesized to mainly occur in the direction of the needle tip. Gonenc et al. mounted a

force-sensing microneedle on the Micron handheld robotic system and cannulated vessels on a CAM surface. They

reported cannulation forces rising from on average 8.8 up to 9.33 mN for increasing speed of, respectively, 0.3�0.5

mm/s [96]. In Gijbels’ work cannulation forces ranged between 0.6 and 17.5 mN, but in 80% of the cases they were

below 7 mN [10].

Whereas the majority of works involve sensors based on FBGs, a number of instruments have been presented that

employed the Fabry�Pérot interferometry (FPI) measurement principle [81,82]. With FPI light exiting an optical

fiber scatters back between reflective surfaces at both sides of a flexure body. Depending on the load the flexure

deforms affecting the backscattered light. FPI is in general more affordable than FBG, but manufacturing precise

flexures is challenging. A further challenge exists in making sure the instrument operates robustly despite the flexure.

Liu et al. used FD CP OCT to interrogate the change of cavity length of an FP cavity. By multiplexing three signals

they constructed a 3D force sensor with diameter below 1 mm on a retinal pick [82]. Fifanski et al. also built a retinal

pick with force sensing based on FPI. This instrument has only one DoF but has a 0.6 mm O.D. close to current

practice [81].

36.3.1.2 Scleral interaction forces

An underappreciated limitation of current robotic systems is the lost perception of forces at the scleral interface where

the tool enters the eye. During freehand manipulation, surgeons use this force to orient the eye or to pivot about the

incision such as to limit stress and/or keep the eye steady. In robot-assisted retinal surgery the stiffness of the robotic

system attenuates the user’s perception of the scleral forces [88]. This may induce undesired large scleral forces

with the potential for eye injury. For example, Bourla et al. reported excessive forces applied to the sclera due to

misalignment of the remote-center-of-motion (RCM) of the da Vinci [97]. He et al. developed a multifunction force-

sensing ophthalmic tool [46,88] that simultaneously measures and analyzes tool�tissue forces at the tool tip and at the

tool�sclera contact point. A robot control framework based on variable admittance uses this sensory information to

reduce the interaction force. He et al. reported large scleral forces exceeding 50 mN and tool deflection complicating

positioning accuracy if insufficient care was paid to the scleral interaction forces, where forces dropped to 3.4 mN

otherwise [88]. Following the same control framework, a force-sensitive light-guide was developed by Horise et al. that

can accommodate to the patient’s eye motion. Such a smart light-guide could support bimanual surgery as the micro-

surgeon can use his/her second hand to manipulate other instruments instead of the light-guide [89].

36.3.1.3 Force gradients

Instead of measuring the absolute interaction force for some applications such as detection of puncture or contact state

it is more robust to look at relative chances rather than absolute forces. For example Gijbels et al. and Gonenc et al.

look at the force transient to detect the puncture of a retinal vein [10,95,96]. A threshold of 23 mN/s was found to be

able to detect punctures with a 98% success rate [10]. In 12% of the cases a false-positive detection was made, for

example, when upon retraction the threshold was hit. Double punctures, that is, where the vein is pierced through, were

also successfully detected as they would lead to two rapidly succeeding force transients.
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36.3.2 Optical coherence tomography

Force or force gradients can help improve understanding of the current state, but offer little help to anticipate upon a

pending contact or state transition, neither do they provide a lot of insight into what is present below the surface. SD

OCT systems (Section 2.3) achieve ,5 μm axial resolution in tissue [98] and have imaging windows larger than

2�3 mm. As such they are considered very useful to enhance depth perception in retinal applications. Several research-

ers have developed surgical instruments with integrated optical fibers to make this imaging technology available at the

instrument tip. The fibers may be directly connected to an OCT-engine or when using iOCT systems they may be

routed via an optical switch to the OCT-engine, whereby the switch allows rerouting of the OCT signal to the fiber and

alternatively to the intraoperative scanner [99]. The single fiber is typically introduced in a slot along the longitudinal

direction of the surgical instrument and inserted alongside the instrument into the eye. The single fiber can then be used

to generate an axial OCT-scan or A-scan (Fig. 36.6) that provides information on the tissue and tissue layers in front of

the OCT-beam that radiates within a narrow cone from the OCT fiber. By making lateral scanning motions, the axial

OCT-scan can be used to create B-scans or C-scans.

Han et al. integrated a fiber-optic probe with FD CP OCT [100] into a modified 25 G hypodermic needle shaped as

a retinal pick. They showed how the multiple layers of the neurosensory retina can be visualized through an A-scan and

further reconstructed B- and C-scans from a rat cornea [91]. The fiber of Liu et al. [100] was also used by Yang et al.

to generate B- and C-scans out of A-scans with the Micron, a handheld micromanipulator [101]. Balicki et al. embed-

ded a fiber in a 0.5-mm retinal pick for peeling the ERM [90]. The instrument was designed so that the tool tip itself

was also visible in the A-scan. Through some basic filtering both the tool tip and the target surface could be extracted.

In this layout registration is highly simplified as the distance to the target is simply the distance between the observed

tip and the observed anatomical structure, hence omitting the need to calibrate the absolute tip location. Song et al. inte-

grated an OCT-fiber in a motorized microforceps. It assesses the relative motion of the forceps relative to the target.

The fiber is glued along the outside, fixed to one “finger” of the forceps, such as to avoid artifacts when tissue is

grasped [50]. Kang and Cheon [45] developed a CP OCT-guided microinjector based on a similar piezo-actuation stage

to conduct subretinal injections at specific depths.

Given the multilayer structure of the retina, simple peak detection algorithms may mistakenly provide the distance to a

layer that differs from the retinal surface. More sophisticated algorithms were developed to take the multilayer structure

into account amongst others by Cheon et al. who proposed a shifted cross-correlation method in combination with a

Kalman filter [52] or Borghesan et al. who compared algorithms based on an unscented Kalman filter to an algorithm based

on the particle filter [102]. Recently, within EurEyeCase, a EU-funded project on robotic retinal surgery [103], the first

human experiments (five subjects) with robot-assisted fiber-based OCT were conducted. A needle with integrated OCT-

fiber was moved toward the retina. The feasibility of installing a virtual bound at a safe distance from the retina was con-

firmed [104]. In the same project cannulation needles featuring combined force and OCT-sensing were developed [87] and

tested in vivo on pig eyes [17]. In one of the configurations that were explored four grooves were made along the longitudi-

nal axis of the instrument. In two grooves a pair of FBG optical fibers were inserted and glued. In one of the remaining

grooves an OCT-fiber was glued. This latter was used to estimate the distance from the tip of the cannulation needle to the

surface. The fiber OCT-fiber was retracted with respect to the cannulation needle such that even during cannulation the

OCT-fiber tip was at a certain distance from the surface, allowing estimation of the depth of the cannulation relative to the

retinal surface.

36.3.3 Impedance sensing

Several works have looked at electrical impedance sensing to measure different variables. In an early work Saito et al.

used electrical conductivity for venipuncture detection in a rabbit [105]. A similar approach was followed by

Schoevaerdts et al. [92] for eye surgery. The goal was to estimate the contact with a retinal vessel and a shift in imped-

ance when puncturing a retinal vessel. Similar to force sensing a change in impedance was expected to occur when the

sensor passed from a pure vitreous-like environment, toward a contact with a vessel wall and subsequently contact with

blood in a cannulated vessel. Experiments on ex vivo pig eyes showed a detection rate of 80%. The feasibility of detect-

ing double punctures was also confirmed by Schoevaerdts. A side product of the impedance sensing was found in the

possibility to detect air bubbles in the supply line through which the medicine is to be injected [106]. Given the small

size and fragile nature of the targeted vessels the presence of air in a supply line forms an important problem. The air

may pass through the tiny lumen of a cannulation needle and end up in the targeted vessel. Due to the lower pressure in
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the vessel (compared to the high pressure to push the drugs through the needle tip), the air could rapidly expand inside

as it could potentially damage the targeted vessel itself.

36.3.4 Dexterous instruments

Where conventional retinal tools are generally straight, several instruments featuring distal dexterity have been designed

up to now [15,48,107�113] (see Fig. 36.10). These instruments enter the intraocular space in a straight fashion but can

then be reconfigured, taking on a curved or bent shape inside the eye. Thanks to the distal dexterity, a larger part of the

targeted region can be reached with reduced risk of colliding with the lens. Anatomic targets may also be reached under

different angles. This in its turn can help reduce the force that is applied at the sclera.

Ikuta et al. [114] developed a microactive forceps 1.4 mm in diameter, with built-in fiberscope [110]. In Ikuta’s

design a sophisticated interface allows bending the 5 mm distal segment over a range of 45 degrees while still allowing

normal operation of the gripper. Wei et al. introduced a 550 μm preshaped superelastic NiTi tube. Restrained by a can-

nula 0.91 mm in diameter, the tube enters the eye in a straight fashion. However, the part that protrudes out of the can-

nula takes on its preshaped form once again. By regulating the relative displacement between the NiTi tube and

cannula the bending angle is adjusted [113]. Hubschman et al. developed a micro-hand of which each finger is 4 mm

long and 800 μm wide and consists of six pneumatically actuated phalanxes that can bend 180 degrees and each lift up

to 5 mN force [109]. A stent deployment unit (SDU) was a new development from Wei et al. [48]. The SDU consists of

three concentric NiTi elements: a preshaped outer tube with preshaped radius of 5 mm that bends at a specified angle

when extended outside a stainless steel support tube, a stent pushing element to deliver the stent, and a guidewire to

puncture and create access to the vessel. With an outer tool diameter of 550 μm the instrument is compatible with mod-

ern dimensions. The 70-μm guidewire was used to successfully cannulate vessels in agar and in a CAM model. The

authors recommended smaller stents than the 200 μm that was employed to be able to target smaller structures.

Another example of an instrument with distal DoF is found in the Intraocular Robotic Interventional and Surgical

(IRIS) system (IRISS). The IRIS has an O.D. of 0.9 mm but features two distal DoFs, each with 6 90 degree bending

angle for only a 3-mm long section [108,112]. Cao et al. developed an endoilluminator with two bending DoFs. Shape

memory alloy is used as the driving method. Despite good miniaturization potential the reported endoilluminator was

only a 103 scaled version of the targeted 25 G design. More recently Lin et al. introduced a miniature forceps

mounted on a concentric tube compatible with 23 G vitreoretinal surgery [111]. The gripper was actuated by a NiTi

pull wire which is said not to interfere with the shape of the concentric tubes when actuated. The development of

flexible instruments for retinal surgery is advocated a.o. by Bergeles et al. who computed a reduction of retinal forces

FIGURE 36.10 Dexterous vitreoretinal instruments. Overview of novel instruments featuring distal actuation capability.
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in the order of 30% when moving flexible instruments through a model of the vitreous humor compared to steering

rigid instruments through such an environment [15]. The importance of this work is to be seen in light of the growing

interest toward vitrectomy-less interventions [115].

36.4 Augmented reality

During an intervention surgeons tend to immerse themselves mentally into the intraocular space, favoring visual above

nonvisual sensory channels. Under the assumption that visual feedback would minimally distract the natural flow of

the operation, augmented reality has been explored extensively to convey additional contextual information. However,

augmentation of information has several specific challenges: first, the processing and rendering of the data have to be

performed efficiently to provide timely feedback to the user. This is especially important for situations where the addi-

tional data directly provide surgical guidance, as in these cases any delay introduced by the visualization and augmenta-

tion would create lag and negatively affect the surgical performance. Assuming the needle movement is 1 mm/s, each

10 ms of delay in one control loop will bring 10 μm position error. Second, identification of the required information to

be augmented in each surgical step, as well as registration of multimodal images, is not straightforward. As a third chal-

lenge, the visualization and rendering methods for 3D volumetric data are highly demanding when it comes to computa-

tional performance, especially when high visual fidelity is to be achieved.

Advanced rendering methods which apply realistic illumination simulation produce high-quality results, such as the

OCT volume in Fig. 36.11 rendered with Monte-Carlo volume ray-casting. These have been shown to improve the per-

ception of important structures; however, it currently takes several seconds to generate these images and thus is not

directly applicable to real-time imaging. Therefore optimizing approaches for fast rendering and high-quality augmenta-

tion is an important research task.

This section explains mosaicing, subsurface imaging, depth visualization, and overlaying of pre- and intraoperatively

acquired data. Furthermore, a novel approach using auditory feedback as a form of augmentation will be discussed.

36.4.1 Mosaicing

The acquisition of high-resolution retinal images with a large FOV is challenging for technological, physiological, and

economic reasons. The majority of imaging devices being used in retinal applications are slit-lamp biomicroscopes;

OCT machines and ophthalmic microscopes visualize only a small portion of the retina, complicating the task of local-

izing and identifying surgical targets, increasing treatment duration and patient discomfort. To optimize ophthalmic

procedures, image processing and advanced visualization methods can assist in creating intraoperative retina maps for

view expansion (Fig. 36.12). An example of such mosaicing methods, described in Ref. [116], is a combination of

direct and feature-based methods, suitable for the textured nature of the human retina. The researchers in this work

described three major enhancements to the original formulation. The first is a visual tracking method using local illumi-

nation compensation to cope with the challenging visualization conditions. The second is an efficient pixel selection

scheme for increased computational efficiency. The third is an entropy-based mosaic update method to dynamically

improve the retina map during exploration. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, they conducted

FIGURE 36.11 OCT volume. High-quality volume rendering of an intraoperative OCT cube from a patient with macular foramen (left); and with

surgical instrument (right). OCT, Optical coherence tomography.
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several experiments on human subjects with a computer-assisted slit-lamp prototype. They also demonstrated the practi-

cal value of the system for photo-documentation, diagnosis, and intraoperative navigation.

36.4.2 Subsurface imaging

Recent ophthalmic imaging modalities such as microscope-integrated OCT enable intraoperative visualization of micro-

structural anatomies in subtissue domains. Therefore conventional microscopic images are subject to modification in

order to integrate visualization of these new modalities. Augmentation of iOCT data on en-face images to the surgeon

comes with challenges including instrument localization and OCT-optical image registration (see Fig. 36.13). Studies

FIGURE 36.12 Mosaicing. Mosaicing result obtained from a set of

nine images [117].

FIGURE 36.13 Screenshot of injection guidance application. (Left) Augmented view of the surgical scene, showing the camera view with the

overlaid OCT scanning locations as well as the projected intersection point with the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) layer. Current and last B-scan

are marked with white and blue bars for illustrative purposes; (right) schematic view of the 3D relationships between B-scans (blue), current needle

estimate (green), and intersection point with the target surface (red). These relationships cannot easily be inferred from a simple 2D microscope image.

OCT, Optical coherence tomography.
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describe robust segmentation methods to obtain the needle point cloud within the OCT volume and use retinal vessel

structures for online registration of OCT and optical images of the retina [20]. Due to the infrared light source of the

OCT and using the geometrical features of the surgical instruments, segmentation results are robust to illumination vari-

ation and speck reflection.

36.4.3 Depth visualization

In the conventional vitreoretinal surgeries one of the important weaknesses is the lack of intraocular depth. Currently,

surgeons rely on their prior experience to proximate the depth from the shadow of their instrument on the retina. Recent

studies show that modern intraoperative imaging modalities such as iOCT are able to provide accurate depth informa-

tion. Therefore augmented reality can play an important role here to intuitively visualize the depth information.

36.4.4 Vessel enhancement

The morphology of blood vessels is an important indicator for most retinal diseases. The accuracy of blood vessel seg-

mentation in retinal fundus images affects the quality of retinal image analysis and consequently the quality of diagno-

sis. Contrast enhancement is one of the crucial steps in any of the retinal blood vessel segmentation approaches. The

reliability of the segmentation depends on the consistency of the contrast over the image. Bandara and Giragama [118]

presented an assessment of the suitability of a recently invented spatially adaptive contrast enhancement technique for

enhancing retinal fundus images for blood vessel segmentation. The enhancement technique was integrated with a vari-

ant of the Tyler Coye algorithm, which has been improved with a Hough line-transformation-based vessel reconstruc-

tion method. The proposed approach was evaluated on two public datasets, STARE [119,120] and DRIVE [121]. The

assessment was done by comparing the segmentation performance with five widely used contrast enhancement techni-

ques based on wavelet transforms, contrast limited histogram equalization, local normalization, linear unsharp masking,

and contourlet transforms. The results revealed that the assessed enhancement technique is well suited for the applica-

tion and also outperforms all compared techniques.

In addition to retinal fundus images, OCT and OCTA are other imaging modalities to offer retinal vessel visualiza-

tion. As discussed before, OCT is a noninvasive, high-resolution medical imaging modality that can resolve morpholog-

ical features, including blood vessel structures, in biological tissue as small as individual cells, at imaging depths on the

order of 1 mm below the tissue surface. An extension of OCT, named OCTA, is able to image noninvasively the vascu-

lature of biological tissue by removing the imaging data corresponding to static tissue and emphasizing the regions that

exhibit tissue motion. OCTA has demonstrated great potential for characterization of vascular-related ocular diseases

such as glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration, and diabetic retinopathy. Quantitative analysis of OCT and OCTA

images, such as segmentation and thickness measurement of tissue layers, pattern analysis to identify regions of tissue

where the morphology has been affected by a pathology from regions of healthy tissue, segmentation and sizing of

blood and lymph vasculature, etc., has a significant clinical value as it can assist physicians with the diagnosis and treat-

ment of various diseases. However, morphological features of interest in OCT and OCTA are masked or compromised

by speckle noise, motion artifacts, and shadow artifacts generated by superficial blood vessels over deeper tissue layers

due to scattering and absorption of light by the blood cells. Tan et al. [122] introduced a novel image-processing algo-

rithm based on a modified Bayesian residual transform. Tan’s algorithm was developed for the enhancement of mor-

phological and vascular features in OCT and OCTA images.

36.4.5 Tool tracking

In order to integrate robotic manipulators in retinal microsurgery and to augment the clinician’s perceptual ability, a

critical component is the capacity to accurately and reliably estimate the location of an instrument when in the FOV.

As microscopes have video recording capabilities, a number of methods have thus focused on real-time visual tracking

of instruments from image data.

A major challenge to do so from an algorithm point of view is that the instrument appearance is difficult to model

over time. Initially, methods relied on knowing the instrument geometry to track the instrument [123,124].

Alliteratively, visual survoing has been the basis of a number of methods in order to overcome the need to know the

instrument structure beforehand [125,126]. Unfortunately, such methods have difficulties in dealing with prolonged

tracking time and require failure-checking systems. More recent methods have leveraged machine learning methods to

provide fast and robust solutions to the instrument tracking problem. This has ranged from using boosting methods
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[127,128] to random forests [129], as well as a variety of methods that update learned models dynamically to improve

robustness [130]. Unsurprisingly however, recent use of deep learning methods has been shown to work extremely well

in terms of 2D instrument pose localization, speed, and robustness [131,132].

Perhaps even more promising is the use of high-resolution OCT information at the 3D location of the instrument tip.

Given new integrated iOCT capabilities, some preliminary results for tracking instruments with iOCT image data have

been shown possible (see Fig. 36.14) and are promising [133,134]. Such combined multimodal instrument tracking

approaches may be the key for precise intraocular tracking of surgical instruments. Without a doubt, this will have

important relevance in robotic-assisted retinal microsurgery, as the iOCT has an axial resolution of 510 μm, which

allows for precise depth information to be estimated and appears far better than pure stereo-based estimation [126].

36.4.6 Auditory augmentation

In data augmentation and perception, the visual modality is currently dominant. However, conveying all the available

information in an operational environment through the same modality may risk overstimulation and a high cognitive

load which could lead to inattentional blindness (see Fig. 36.15). In modern surgical rooms there are many visual dis-

plays. Sometimes their number is even higher than the number of surgeons and physicians in the room. Following all

these monitors during a surgical procedure can be very difficult.

Augmenting the cognitive field with additional perceptual modalities such as audio can sometimes offer a solution

to this problem. Audio as a modality plays a substantial role in our perception and provides us with focused or comple-

mentary information in an intuitive fashion. Auditory display, and specifically sonification, aims at exploiting the poten-

tial of the human auditory system to expand and improve perception. This modality has been less exploited in

FIGURE 36.14 Modality-specific instrument tracking approaches. These tracking approaches are developed and combined to a robust and real-

time multimodal instrument tracking approach. The tracked instrument is indicated by the yellow arrow.

FIGURE 36.15 One frame taken from Lumera 700 with integrated iOCT-Rescan 700 (Carl Zeiss AG). Ophthalmic operation in posterior seg-

ment on a patient with subretinal hemorrhage; the surgeon is precisely injecting rtPA in the subretinal domain. Surgeons see this side-by-side view of

the optical image and OCT image intraoperatively. Yellow circles show the areas that need surgeons attention. (Left) One frame taken from Lumera

700 with integrated iOCT-Rescan 700 (Carl Zeiss AG) Ophthalmic operation in anterior segment; surgeon is performing DMEK operation. Surgeons

see this side-by-side view of the optical image and OCT image intraoperatively. Yellow circles show areas that need the surgeon’s attention (right).

DMEK, Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty; iOCT, intraoperative optical coherence tomography; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
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augmented reality and robotic applications so far. Sonification is the transformation of perceptualized data into non-

speech audio. The temporal and spatial advantages of the audio modality suggest sonification as an alternative or com-

plement to visualization systems. The siren alarm of ambulances and parking guidance systems are the most known

examples of sonification, which provide us, respectively, with the urgency and distance function in an intuitive way.

The omnidirectional nature of sound relieves the surgeon from steadily looking at the monitors and switching between

monitors and patient.

The works in Refs. [135,136] suggest solutions for using sonification for surgical data augmentation and precise

navigation. Sonification methods proposed for robotic vitreoretinal surgery give the surgeon aural feedback about the

status of the operation. These studies investigate different digital audio effects on a music track to indicate the current

anatomical area where the moving surgical tool is. Data regarding the corresponding area can be acquired from several

sources, including OCT.

36.5 State-of-the-art robotic systems

As described in Section 36.1, in retinal microsurgery the requirements for fine motor control are high, exceeding the

fundamental physiological capability of many individuals. In order to enhance the capabilities of surgeons, a variety of

robotic concepts have been explored that span the spectrum between conventional surgery and full robotic autonomy.

As we move along that spectrum, major approaches include completely handheld systems that are completely

ungrounded and maintain much of the essence of conventional surgery, cooperative-control systems in which the sur-

geon’s hand and the robot are both in direct contact with the surgical instrument, and master�slave teleoperation sys-

tems in which the “master” human-input device is distinct from the “slave” surgical robotic manipulator. As technology

continues to advance, all robotic systems have the potential to be partially automated, and all but handheld devices

have the potential to be fully automated, although automation has not typically been the primary motivation for the

development of robotic retinal-surgery platforms. Table 36.6 provides an overview of 21 distinct robotic retinal-surgery

platforms that have been described to date. An overview of the majority of these systems is assembled in Fig. 36.16.

The fundamental working principles behind these systems, and associated parameters, are explained below.

36.5.1 Common mechatronic concepts

In this section, we begin with an introduction to some of the actuation and mechanism design concepts that are common

across multiple robotic retinal-surgery platforms.

36.5.1.1 Electric-motor actuation: impedance-type versus admittance-type

The electric motor is by far the most commonly used actuator in the design of surgical robots. However, even within

electric-motor-based systems, varying the inertial and frictional properties—typically through the use of transmissions,

such as gearing—can lead to drastically different robot dynamics, to the point of completely changing the input�output

causality of the system.

At one extreme, impedance-type robots use direct-drive motors with no (or little) gearing or capstan-like cable trans-

missions, which results in joints with low friction and low inertia that are easily backdrivable when powered off. The

pose of impedance-type robots must be actively controlled, and gravity compensation is typically employed to prevent

the robot from sagging under its own weight. It can be assumed that all external loads will disturb the robot from its

desired pose to some degree, although the feedback control mitigates these disturbances. From one perspective,

impedance-type robots have inherent safety characteristics, in that their maximum force capability is fairly low, which

limits the risk of harm to humans in direct contact. In the event of a powerloss system failure, these systems can be

removed rapidly from the scene because they can be simply backdriven by hand, however, they may not “fail safe” in

the sense that they may not remain in their last commanded position in the event of a powerloss system failure.

At the other extreme, admittance-type robots have a significant amount of gearing, reflected inertia, and nonlinear

friction, making the joints nonbackdrivable to a substantial degree, even when powered off. An admittance-type robot

will hold its pose whenever it is not actively commanded to move, and requires a control system to move (whereas an

impedance-type robot requires a control system to hold its pose). An admittance-type robot exhibits high precision, and

it can be assumed that, when interacting with soft tissue, environmental disturbances have a negligible effect on the

pose of the robot. From one perspective, admittance-type robots are “fail safe” in the sense that, in the event of a

powerloss system failure, they remain in their last commanded position. A quick-release mechanism may need to be
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added if one wants to remove the instrument relatively quickly from the patient’s eye in an emergency situation.

Admittance-type robots may have a very high maximum force capability, which represents an inherent safety risk when

in direct contact with humans.

Impedance-type and admittance-type robots can be viewed as two ends of a continuous spectrum, without definitive

boundaries. For the purposes of this chapter, if a robot is difficult or impossible to move by a human when it is powered

off then it will be considered an admittance-type robot; otherwise, it will be considered an impedance-type robot.

36.5.1.2 Piezoelectric actuation

Piezoelectric actuators exhibit a strain (i.e., they stretch) when a voltage is applied. These actuators are capable of

extremely precise motions, typically measured in nanometers. In addition, motions can be commanded at high band-

width. However, standard piezoelectric actuators are typically not capable of large motions.

Piezoelectric stick-slip actuators utilize a piezoelectric element that stretches when a voltage is applied (e.g., by

1 μm), with a distal element that is moved by the piezoelectric element through static friction. When the piezoelectric

element is rapidly retracted, the inertia of the distal element causes slipping relative to the piezoelectric element, result-

ing in a net displacement of the distal element. The result is an actuator that is similar in behavior to a stepper motor

with extremely small steps, but with a stochastic step size. By taking multiple successive steps, large net motions are

possible. Piezoelectric stick-slip actuators behave much like admittance-type actuators during normal operation, in that

they are very precise and they maintain their position when not commanded to move. However, they can be easily back-

driven when powered off by overcoming the static friction.

TABLE 36.6 Overview of systems for robotic retinal surgery.

Group Config. Actuation RCM References Comments

Automatical Center of Lille TO AT CT [137,138] RCM w/distal insertion

Beihang Univ. TO AT LI [139] RCM w/proximal insertion

Carnegie Mellon Univ. HH PZ � [140,141] Handheld 6-DoF parallel

Columbia/Vanderbilt TO AT � [113,142] Parallel1 distal continuum

ETH Zurich TO MA � [143,144] Untethered microrobot

Imperial College London TO AT � [111] Continuum

Johns Hopkins Univ. CC AT LI [145,146] RCM w/distal insertion

Johns Hopkins Univ. TO AT LI [108,147] RCM1 distal continuum

Johns Hopkins Univ. HH PZ � [45,50] Handheld 1-DoF prismatic

King’s/Moorfields Robot CC AT LI [148] RCM w/distal insertion

KU Leuven CC IT LI [149,150] RCM w/proximal insertion

McGill Univ. TO IT � [151,152] Parallel macro-micro

NASA-JPL/MicroDexterity TO IT � [19,153] Serial, cable-driven

Northwestern Univ. TO AT � [154,155] Parallel

TU Eindhoven/Preceyes TO AT LI [156,157] RCM w/distal insertion

TU Munich TO PZ � [158,159] Hybrid parallel-serial

UCLA TO AT CT [112,160] RCM w/distal insertion

Univ. of Tokyo TO AT CT [161,162] RCM w/distal insertion

Univ. of Tokyo TO AT � [53,163] Parallel1 distal rotation

Univ. of Utah TO PZ � [44] Serial

Univ. of Western Australia TO AT CT [164] RCM w/distal PZ insertion

AT, Admittance-type electric motor; CC, cooperatively controlled; CT, circular track; DoF, degree-of-freedom; HH, handheld; IT, impedance-type electric
motor; LI, linkage-based; MA, magnetic; PZ, piezoelectric actuators; RCM, remote-center-of-motion; TO, teleoperation.
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FIGURE 36.16 Representative examples of robotic retinal surgery platforms from the categories of (A) cooperatively controlled robots, (B) teleoper-

ated systems, (C) handheld systems, and (D) microrobotic systems.
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Other piezoelectric motors use various forms of “inchworm” strategies in which multiple piezoelectric actuators are

successively stretched and relaxed in a sequence that results in a net stepping behavior. From a high-level control per-

spective, these piezoelectric motors behave much like piezoelectric stick-slip actuators. However, piezoelectric motors

are able to generate larger forces and resist higher loads before being backdriven. Another example of a piezoelectric

motor is the ultrasonic motor (SQL-RV-1.8 SQUIGGLE motor, New Scale Technologies, NY, United States) used in

the Micron handheld robotic instrument [165], which uses a ring of piezoelectric elements to rotate a threaded rod, thus

producing linear actuation with a range of motion that is limited only by the length of the threaded rod.

36.5.1.3 Remote-center-of-motion mechanisms

When the surgical instrument passes through a scleral trocar, it must be constrained to move with four DoFs in order to

respect the constraint of the trocar; this includes three-DoF rotation about the center of the trocar, and one-DoF transla-

tion parallel to the shaft of the instrument (Fig. 36.17). Some retinal robots implement this kinematic constraint in soft-

ware. Other robots use a dedicated RCM mechanism to mechanically implement the kinematic constraint. RCM

mechanisms provide an additional layer of safety, in that no system failure could cause the robot to violate the kine-

matic constraint of the trocar and potentially harm the sclera.

There are two basic RCM designs that have dominated the design of retinal robots. The most common is a linkage

mechanism (e.g., double parallelogram) preceded proximally by a rotary joint, with axes that intersect at a point

(which is the location of the RCM). The second most common is a circular track preceded proximally by a rotary

joint, with axes that intersect at a point. Both of these base mechanisms are typically succeeded distally by a rotary

joint to rotate the instrument about its shaft and a prismatic joint to translate the instrument along its shaft (i.e., to

insert/withdraw the instrument), which completes the four-DoF mechanism. However, recent innovations in linkage-

based RCM mechanisms have eliminated the distal prismatic joint, simplifying the portion of the robot that is closest

to the eye and microscope. The instrument-translation DoF is in this case enabled by a more complex proximal mech-

anism [139,150].

In order to rotate the eye in its orbit to image the complete retina (Fig. 36.17), RCM mechanisms must be preceded

proximally by additional DoF to move the location of the RCM point. This is typically accomplished by a simple three-

DoF Cartesian stage, which need not have the precision of the RCM, since its only function is eye rotation, and it is not

directly involved in the control of the instrument with respect to the retina. It must be noted that the inherent safety

motivating the use of an RCM mechanism is somewhat reduced by the addition of this proximal positioning system, as

its motion can easily violate the trocar constraint and should be conducted with sufficient care.

FIGURE 36.17 Instrument motion DoF divided into (left) four DoFs that do not alter the location of an optimal pivot point located central in the

pars plana; (right) two DoFs that alter the orientation of the eye in its orbit by displacing the pars plana. DoF, Degree-of-freedom.
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36.5.2 Handheld systems

The first class of retinal robotic systems that we consider is handheld devices in which mechatronic components inter-

vene between the surgeon’s hand and the tip of the instrument. Of all the systems that we consider, handheld systems

are the closest to existing clinical practice and workflow, with the surgeon retaining a great deal of direct control over

the instrument, including the ability to rapidly remove the instrument from the eye. Because handheld devices are

mechanically ungrounded, they are able to affect, but not fully control, the steady-state pose of the instrument. In this

regard, handheld systems are only robotic systems in the broadest sense, and might be better described as “mechatronic”

systems. They are best suited to compensating for small motions, particularly over time scales that are too fast for the

surgeon to react. Unlike teleoperated systems, which can enhance accuracy by filtering error out of commands sent to

the manipulator, handheld systems can reduce error only by means of active compensation.

The handheld-system concept that has received the most attention is the Micron system from Carnegie Mellon

University [140,141,166�168]. The Micron uses a six-DoF Stewart-platform (also known as hexapod) parallel mecha-

nism driven by piezoelectric motors. The motion of the handle is tracked (e.g., optically [169] or electromagnetically

[170,171]) using an external system. The control system tries to extract the intentional motion of the operator and to

cancel out all unintentional motion, including the tremor of the operator’s hand.

Researchers at Johns Hopkins University have created a class of “SMART” (sensorized micromanipulation�aided

robotic-surgery tools) instruments that incorporate one-DoF motion control into a handheld instrument. SMART instru-

ments incorporate a CP OCT fiber into the instrument to measure the distance between the instrument and the retina,

and use a piezoelectric motor to move the instrument’s end-effector prismatically. This active DoF, which is directed

normal to the retina during operation, is automatically controlled using real-time feedback from the OCT in an attempt

to maintain a fixed distance between the instrument’s end-effector and the retina, in spite of surgeon tremor. To date,

the group has developed a microforceps [50] and a microinjector [45] based on this concept.

36.5.3 Cooperative-control systems

The defining feature of cooperative control, sometimes referred to as “hands-on” cooperative control or “comanipula-

tion,” is that both the surgeon’s hand and the robot cooperatively hold the surgical instrument. The resulting instrument

motion is defined by input commands from both the surgeon and the robot. To a lesser extent the external environment

will also affect instrument motion (mainly through bending of the thin instrument shaft). Cooperative-control systems

retain much of the manipulation experience of a traditional surgery for the surgeon. Cooperative-control systems can

also be used in a teleoperation configuration with only minor modifications, but the reverse is not true in general.

The earliest example of a cooperative-control system for robotic retinal surgery is the Steady-Hand Eye Robot

(SHER) [84,145,146] developed at the Johns Hopkins University. The SHER comprises a three-DoF Cartesian robot,

followed distally by a linkage-based RCM mechanism, followed distally by a passive rotation joint for rotation about

the instrument shaft. Because the robot does not include a dedicated prismatic actuator for instrument insertion/with-

drawal, in general the RCM point at the trocar is implemented virtually, involving all DoF of the robot. However, the

RCM mechanism was designed so that the mechanical RCM will correspond to the trocar (and virtual RCM) when the

instrument’s end-effector is interacting with the macula; in that location, very little movement of the Cartesian robot is

required. The SHER is an admittance-type robot. A force sensor integrated into the instrument handle measures the

force applied by the user. This force is used as an input to control the velocity of the robot (i.e., admittance control),

which in the simplest case is a linear relationship that creates the effect of virtual damping. The small forces conveyed

by human hand tremor can be attenuated through filtering, leading to the “steady hand” designation.

A similar admittance-type paradigm is currently being pursued at King’s College London and Moorfields Eye

Hospital [148]. The system comprises a seven-DoF positioning robot (a six-DoF Stewart platform followed distally by

a rotational actuator), followed distally by a linkage-based RCM mechanism, followed distally by a prismatic actuator

for instrument insertion/withdrawal.

The system from KU Leuven [10,149,150] is the only cooperative-control platform that follows the impedance para-

digm: the robot is impedance-type, and the controller generates a retarding force that is proportional to the velocity of the

device (i.e., impedance control), creating the effect of virtual damping. This system does not require embedding a force

sensor in the operator’s handle. Using the impedance controller, it is also possible to mitigate unintentional and risky

motions through the application of force to the surgeon-manipulated instrument. The KU Leuven system comprises a

three-DoF Cartesian robot, followed distally by a linkage-based RCM mechanism, followed distally by a passive joint for

rotation about the instrument shaft. The RCM mechanism is also responsible for instrument insertion/withdrawal.
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36.5.4 Teleoperated systems

Teleoperated systems comprise two distinct robotic subsystems connected via a communication channel: a “slave”

manipulator that mechanically manipulates the surgical instrument, and a “master” human-input device that is directly

manipulated by the surgeon. The master device typically takes the form of a haptic interface, but other types of input

devices (e.g., joysticks, 3D mice) have been used as well. Because there is not a direct physical connection between the

master and slave, teleoperation systems provide more opportunities to substantially change the surgical experience of

the surgeon, including position and force scaling, as well as other ergonomic improvements such as moving the surgeon

away from the operating microscope to a surgeon console. In the following, we focus on the design of the slave manip-

ulator, since master input devices are easily exchanged.

The first teleoperated retinal-surgery robot was the stereotaxical microtelemanipulator for ocular surgery (SMOS),

created by researchers at the Automatical Center of Lille [137,138]. The SMOS slave comprised a three-DoF Cartesian

robot, followed distally by a circular-track RCM mechanism, followed distally by a prismatic actuator for instrument

insertion/withdrawal, followed distally by a joint for rotation about the instrument shaft. In the years that followed,

three different groups developed systems with very similar designs. The first was a group at the University of Western

Australia [164]. Although the majority of their robot is driven by electric motors, the distal insertion/withdrawal stage

uses a piezoelectric motor. The second was a group at the University of Tokyo [161]; it should be noted that this system

was an evolution from an earlier prototype with a different circular-track-RCM design [162]. The third was a group at

UCLA, with the IRISS [112,160]. IRISS had two key innovations over SMOS. The first was a tool-changer design that

enabled two different instruments to be changed (automatically) in a given hand. The second innovation was the use of

two circular-track RCM mechanisms, separated by the same distance as the left- and right-hand scleral trocars, mounted

to a single base positioning unit, which enables a single slave robot to be used for bimanual manipulation (i.e., one

slave “body” with two “arms”). All of the systems described above are admittance-type robots.

Although linkage-based RCM mechanisms have dominated the designs of platforms based on cooperative control,

they have received relatively little attention in the context of teleoperation. The system that is the most mature, and has

received the most attention, is the PRECEYES Surgical System developed by a collaboration between TU Eindhoven and

AMC Amsterdam and commercialized by Preceyes [156,157]. The slave is an admittance-type robot, comprising a three-

DoF Cartesian robot, followed distally by the RCM mechanism, followed distally by a prismatic actuator for instrument

insertion/withdrawal, followed distally by a joint for rotation about the instrument shaft. The slave is equipped with a

quick-release instrument holder such that the instrument can be swiftly removed in case of an emergency. A further note-

worthy feature is that the three-DoF proximal positioning stage is integrated in the patient’s head-rest such that there is

more knee space for the operator who sits closely to the patient and manipulates a bed-mounted master manipulator.

Recently a group from Beihang University [139] developed a system that is similar to the PRECEYES system, but they

removed the most distal translation stage used for instrument insertion/withdrawal and modified the more proximal RCM

mechanism to provide that DoF, similar to the system from KU Leuven (see Section 36.5.3).

Four groups have developed solutions based on parallel robots, all of which implement the RCM in software. The

first such system was developed at McGill University [151,152]. It was based upon two three-DoF Cartesian robots that

contacted a flexible element at two distinct locations; controlling the positions of the two three-DoF robots enabled con-

trol of the tip of the flexible element through elastic beam bending. Each of the six actuators was designed as a two-

stage, macro-/microactuator, with a high-precision piezoelectric element mounted on an impedance-type linear electric

motor. The three “parallel” systems that followed were all based upon a six-DoF Stewart platform, and all were of the

admittance type, including systems from Northwestern University [154,155], the University of Tokyo [53,163], and

Columbia University [113]. The system from the University of Tokyo is similar to the Northwestern system, but also

included an additional distal rotation DoF for rotation of the instrument about its shaft axis. The system from

Columbia, the intro-ocular dexterity robot (IODR), is similar to the Northwestern system, but with a major innovation:

it includes a distal two-DoF continuum device to add dexterity inside of the eye (i.e., distal to the RCM implemented at

the scleral trocar).

In the years that followed, other snake-like continuum devices have been developed that enable the instrument’s

end-effector to approach and manipulate the retina from arbitrary orientation. The system from Johns Hopkins

University [108,147] is quite similar to the continuum device of the IODR, but is deployed from the SHER platform

(see Section 36.5.3). The system from Imperial College London uses nested superelastic tubes, to be deployed from a

unit located on the microscope [111].

Two systems have been developed based on piezoelectric stick-slip actuators. Both systems implement the RCM in

software, and both systems exhibit compact designs motivated by the goal of mounting the slave manipulator on the
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patient’s head. The first was the system from TU Munich [158,159], called iRAM!S (Robot-assisted Microscopic

Manipulation for Vitreoretinal Ophthalmologic Surgery). iRAM!S uses “hybrid parallel-serial” kinematics comprising a

serial chain of simple parallel mechanisms, leading to a compact design reminiscent of RCM mechanisms. The second

is the system from the University of Utah [44], which uses a conventional six-DoF serial-chain kinematic structure

(three-DoF Cartesian robot followed distally by a three-DoF spherical wrist) with the goal of eliminating uncontrolled

and unsensed DoF in the kinematic chain.

Finally, one system that stands out as being quite distinct from any other concept discussed above is the system

developed as a collaboration between NASA-JPL and MicroDexterity [19,153]. In that system, the slave manipulator is

a cable-driven impedance-type robot with serial-chain kinematics.

36.5.5 Untethered “microrobots”

A more exotic robotic approach has been pursued at ETH Zurich, where researchers have been developing untethered

magnetic devices that can navigate from the sclera to the retina, driven wirelessly by applied magnetic fields, to deliver

potent drugs [49,143,172,173]. Although the tiny untethered devices are referred to as “microrobots” for lack of a better

term, the robotic intelligence in the system lies entirely in the external magnetic control system. The applied magnetic

fields are generated by the OctoMag system, which comprises eight electromagnets designed to surround the patient’s

head without interfering with the operating microscope [144]. From the perspective of control, magnetic actuation

shares many properties of other impedance-type robots, assuming the vitreous has been removed and replaced with a

liquid solution. With magnetic microrobots, force control at the retina can be accomplished in an open-loop fashion,

giving magnetic microrobots an inherent safety when compared to traditional robots. However, the forces that can be

generated are also quite small, which complicates or even prohibits performing certain surgical procedures.

An alternate concept has been explored for use with an intact vitreous in which the microrobot takes the form of a

miniature screw driven by magnetic torque [174,175]. The same field-generation and localization systems can be

applied with this concept as well, but the nonholonomic motion of screws through soft tissue requires more sophisti-

cated motion planning and control. Recently, researchers pushed the miniaturization envelope even further, and pre-

sented the navigation of micropropelling swimmers inside an intact porcine vitreous humor, with their results evaluated

with OCT measurements [176]. The fact that the vitreous humor would not need to be removed is an appealing property

warranting further investigation.

36.5.6 Clinical use cases

Recently, a number of first-in-human experiments have been reported. The teleoperated PRECEYES system

(Section 36.5.4) has been used for initiating a membrane-peeling procedure on six patients during a human trial at

Oxford University [177]. The robot was used successfully to lift up a flap of the ERM or the ILM away from the mac-

ula surface using a bevelled needle or pick. Subsequently, a subretinal injection was conducted successfully in three

patients [178]. In the framework of EurEyeCase, PRECEYES has been used in another human trial at the Rotterdam

Eye hospital. Here, for the first time a virtual fixture was implemented based on real-time acquired distance measure-

ments from an OCT fiber [104], demonstrating the feasibility of in vivo use of OCT-integrated instruments.

Contemporaneously, the cooperative-control system from KU Leuven (Section 36.5.3) was been used for the first-

in-human demonstration of robot-assisted vein cannulation [179]. Four patients with RVO were treated, demonstrating

the feasibility of robot-assisted cannulation and injection of the thrombolytic agent ocriplasmin (ThromboGenics NV)

to dissolve clots obstructing retinal veins.

36.5.7 General considerations with respect to safety and usability

Regardless of the surgical robot used, there is still a risk of human error, which may lead to iatrogenic trauma and

blindness. For example, excessive tool pivoting around the entry incision may lead to astigmatism, wound leak, or

hypotony. Accidental motions of the tool may still puncture the retina or cause bleeding, or even touch the intraocular

lens and cause a cataract [180]. All of these risks are indeed present, since the previously described robotic systems do

not demonstrate “intelligence,” they merely replicate or scale-down the motions of the commanding surgeon. Thus,

robots can improve surgical dexterity but not necessarily surgical performance. Functionalization of the tools with force

or pressure sensors, as well as ophthalmic image processing, can improve the perception of the surgeon and enable him/

her to link with artificial intelligence algorithms toward further improving the success rate of interventions.
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A typical step in retinal surgery is a rotation of the eye in its orbit to visualize different regions of the retina. This is

accomplished by applying forces at the scleral trocars with the instrument shafts. When done bimanually, surgeons

have force feedback to ensure that their hands are working together to accomplish the rotation, without putting undue

stress on the sclera. When using more than one robotic manipulator in retinal surgery, whether in a cooperative or tele-

operated paradigm, the control system must ensure that the robots work in a coordinated fashion. This kinematically

constrained problem is solved in Ref. [142].

Further, all teleoperation systems and especially systems using curved and shape-changing instruments or untethered

agents require retraining of the surgical personnel to get accustomed to this remote-manipulation paradigm, which may

disrupt surgical workflow. Many of the master interfaces have been designed to make this transition as intuitive as pos-

sible, and are based on either recreating the kinematic constraints of handheld and cooperative-control systems (i.e.,

with the surgeon’s hand on the instrument handle outside of the eye) or on creating kinematics that effectively place the

surgeon’s hand at the end-effector of the instrument inside the eye (with the kinematic constraint of the trocar explicitly

implemented in the interface). However, recent work suggests that placing the surgeon’s hand at the end-effector of the

instrument, but not explicitly presenting the kinematic constraints of the trocar to the user, may lead to improved perfor-

mance, likely due to the improved ergonomics that it affords [181].

36.6 Closed-loop feedback and guidance

Benefiting from feedback from sensorized instruments (Section 36.3), it becomes possible to establish high-bandwidth

feedback schemes that update in real time with the changing anatomy. This section describes different feedback and

guidance schemes, including haptic feedback and other force-servoing schemes. Through sensor fusion, it becomes pos-

sible to implement multirate estimation schemes that mix information and measurements, derived from preoperative or

intraoperative imaging, with local sensor measurements. Feedback and guidance schemes share commonalities across

hardware configurations, but in the following the discussion is organized by category, describing feedback schemes tai-

lored for handheld systems (Section 36.6.1), cooperative-control systems, (Section 36.6.2), and finally teleoperation sys-

tems (Section 36.6.3).

36.6.1 Closed-loop control for handheld systems

The handheld system Micron from Carnegie Mellon University (Section 36.5.2) tracks its own motion using a cus-

tom optical tracking system [169], performs filtering to determine the undesired component of motion [140], and

deflects its own tip using high-bandwidth actuators in order to counteract the undesired movement of the tip [141].

Control of Micron is based on internal-model control, which provides a FD design technique that can handle under-

damped dynamics, is robust under conditions of model error, and addresses time delay [182]. Due to the active

nature of error compensation, performance is limited by time delay [140]. As a result, control implementation with

Micron has frequently incorporated feedforward tremor suppression based on Kalman state estimation [183].

Besides the image-guided applications described in Section 36.7, in order to provide tremor compensation when

image guidance is not used, the system incorporates a high-shelf filter with negative gain as a tremor-canceling

filter, providing what may be thought of as relative motion scaling below 2 Hz, with full suppression above 2 Hz

[140]. Previously, notch filtering of the neurogenic component of physiological tremor was implemented [167,184],

but over time experimentation made clear that achievement of significant accuracy enhancement for surgical tasks

requires error suppression at frequencies considerably lower than had been foreseen, even to frequencies that overlap

with voluntary movement. The controller can also be programmed to limit velocity, which may help to avoid tissue

damage [185].

Micron has been used also in combination with force-sensing tools to enhance safety in tissue manipulation. Gonenc

et al. [42] integrated a two-DoF force-sensing hook tool with an earlier-generation three-DoF Micron prototype for

superior performance in membrane peeling operations. By mapping the force information into auditory signals in real

time, the forces could be kept below a safety threshold throughout the operation. Furthermore, Gonenc et al. mounted a

force-sensing microneedle tool on Micron, enabling an assistive feedback mechanism for cannulating retinal veins more

easily [96]. The implemented feedback mechanism informs the operator upon vessel puncture and prevents overshoot

based on the time derivative of sensed tool tip forces. In Ref. [94], a compact, lightweight, force-sensing microforceps

module was integrated with Micron and the existing tremor cancellation software was extended to inject microvibra-

tions on the tool tip trajectory when necessary to assist membrane delamination. Experiments on bandages and raw
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chicken eggs have revealed that controlled microvibrations provide ease in delaminating membranes. Automatic

force-limiting control has also been demonstrated with the six-DoF Micron system for membrane peeling using a paral-

lel force/position control system [186].

An alternate handheld system developed for retinal surgery and highlighted in Section 36.5.2 is SMART from Johns

Hopkins University [50]. SMART is a microsurgical forceps that can actively stabilize tool tip motion along the tool

axis by using a fiber-optic OCT to measure the distance between tool tip and target tissue. The OCT signals are sent

via feedback control to a piezoelectric motor that provides active tremor compensation during grasping and peeling

functions. This closed-loop positioning function can be particularly useful for one-DoF motion stabilization when a tar-

get tissue and an environment are delicate, and undesired collision needs to be avoided.

36.6.2 Closed-loop control for cooperative-control systems

Cooperative control is a shared control scheme where both the operator and the robot hold the surgical instrument (see

Section 36.5.3). The force exerted by the operator guides the robot to comply with his/her movements. These robotic

systems can be augmented with virtual fixtures [187] and can be fitted with smart instruments possessing various

sensing modalities. By way of example, smart instruments with force-sensing capability may prove essential for safe

interaction between the robot and the patient. The Johns Hopkins University team have developed a family of force-

sensing instruments [13,82,84,85] with fiber-optic sensors integrated into the distal portion of the instrument that is

typically located inside the eye. Auditory [188] and haptic [25] force-feedback mechanisms have demonstrated the

potential value of regulating the tool-to-tissue forces. Initially, the JHU team have employed cooperative-control

methods that modulate the robot behavior based on operator input and/or tool tip forces [25,189]. Later, they extended

these methods to take into consideration the interaction forces between tool shaft and sclera.

36.6.2.1 Robot control algorithms based on tool-tip force information

The earliest application of microforce sensing in cooperative robot control was proposed by Kumar et al. [189]. Balicki

et al. [25] implemented this control scheme on the SHER as one of the available behaviors for assisting retinal surgery.

Force scaling cooperative control maps, or amplifies, the human-imperceptible forces sensed at the tool tip (Ft) to han-

dle interaction forces (Fh) by modulating robot velocity _x5αðFh 1 γFtÞ. Scaling factors of α5 1, and γ5 500 were

chosen to map the 0�10 mN manipulation forces at the tool tip to input forces of 0�05 N at the handle. Furthermore, a

force-limiting behavior was developed to increase maneuverability when low tip forces are present [25]. The method

incorporates standard linear cooperative control with an additional velocity constraint that is inversely proportional to

the tip force

_x5
VlimðFtÞ; 2Fh ,VlimðFtÞ and Ft , 0

VlimðFtÞ; 2Fh .VlimðFtÞ and Ft . 0

~Fh; otherwise

8<
:

where Vlim (Ft) is a velocity-limiting function described graphically in Fig. 36.18. This force-limiting behavior effec-

tively dampens the manipulation velocities.

FIGURE 36.18 Velocity-limiting function. Constraint parameters m and b

were chosen empirically. Forces lower than f15 1 mN do not limit the velocity.

Velocity limit was set at v25 0.1 mm/s for forces above f25 7.5 mN [25].
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36.6.2.2 Robot control algorithms based on sclera force information

An underappreciated limitation of current robotic systems is the suboptimal user perception of the forces present at the

point that the tool passes through the sclera. With multifunction force-sensing tools (Section 36.3.1.2), He et al. measure

the tool�tissue forces at both the tip and the interface with the sclera. A variable admittance control method was intro-

duced [88] to take advantage of this knowledge. The control law is: _xss 5αðAshFsh 1 γAssFssÞ where _xss is the desired

velocity of where the robot/tool contacts the sclerotomy in the sclera, Fsh and Fss are the handle input force and sclera

contact force resolved in the sclera frame, respectively, γ denotes the constant scalar as the force scaling factor, α
denotes the constant scalar as the admittance gain, and Ash and Ass are the diagonal admittance matrices associated with

the handle input force and sclera contact force in the sclera frame, respectively. A virtual RCM can be realized by set-

ting Ash5 diag(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) and Ass5 I. The admittance matrix Ash removes the transverse force components that

can lead to undesired lateral motion, and preserves the four-DoF motion that is allowed by the RCM constraints. In

addition, the sclera force feedback is to servo the sclera contact force toward zero. This strengthens the virtual RCM

with robustness against eye motion attributed to other instrument and/or patient movement. When the surgeon is per-

forming retinal vein cannulation (RVC), the tool tip is close to (or in contact with) the retina, and an RCM is desired to

minimize the eye motion and target tissue. When the surgeon needs to reposition the eye to adjust view, the tool is kept

away from the retina to avoid collision. Therefore the measured insertion depth of the tool can be used to adjust the

robot admittance to provide the appropriate robot behavior. We can define Ash5 diag(12β, 12β, 1, 1, 1, 1) and

Ass5 diag(11β, 11 β, 1, 1, 1, 1), where β A [0, 1] could vary linearly along with the tool insertion depth as shown in

Fig. 36.19 or nonlinearly [190,191]. When the insertion depth is smaller than the given lower bound llb, β5 0 and

Ash5Ass5 I, we have the force-scaling control mode that provides the freedom to reposition the eye with scaled sclera

force feedback. When the insertion depth is larger than the given upper bound lub, β5 1 and it switches to virtual RCM

with doubled gain for minimizing the transverse forces at the sclerotomy.

36.6.3 Closed-loop control for teleoperated systems

Most of the results in closed-loop control of cooperative-control systems can be applied to teleoperated systems with

only minor modifications. However, in contrast to handheld systems or cooperative-control systems, teleoperation sys-

tems additionally offer the possibility to completely decouple the operator at the master side from the surgical robotic

slave. Thanks to this decoupling it becomes possible to tackle physiological tremor in a number of different manners.

First, it is possible to inject physical damping in the master robot’s controller, effectively removing the high-frequency

motion of the operator’s hand. Second, it is possible to filter the signal that is sent, for example, as a reference trajec-

tory for the slave robot to follow, in such a manner that all high-frequency components are filtered out. In a scaled tele-

operation scenario, a constant scale factor is used to scale the master command to a scaled reference signal for the slave

robot. In this third scenario, the amplitude of the physiological tremor would simply be transmitted in a downscaled

fashion to the slave robot. It goes without saying that a combination of the above three methods may be implemented

as well.

FIGURE 36.19 JHU SHER variable admittance control. (Left) Robot variable admittance control framework based on sclera force/position input.

(Right) Admittance variation (linear or nonlinear) along the insertion depth. SHER, Steady-Hand Eye Robot.
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Teleoperation schemes also offer a number of options to implement virtual walls. One may choose to install a virtual

wall at the master side that renders resistive forces upon entry into the forbidden zone. The operator will be slowed

down. The slave robot that follows the master’s motion will equally slow down as soon as the master enters the wall.

Alternatively one may choose to decouple the slave’s motion from the master’s motion with an intermediate “proxy,”

and effectively halt slave motion upon entry in the forbidden zone. For example, Jingjing et al. [192] propose to com-

pute a homocentric sphere with radius below that of a spherical-shaped eye as the boundary between a safe and a dan-

gerous zone. In a scaled teleoperation scenario this decoupling could correspond to “zeroing” the scale factor between

master and slave. In principle, decoupling allows installing stiffer virtual walls at the slave side. In such a case penetra-

tion can be kept minimal and potentially lower than in the case of a cooperatively controlled system where the penetra-

tion will be lower-bounded by the stiffness of the robot and its controller. In practice, the difference in stiffness may

not always be significant [193], especially given the fact that operators are trained individuals that naturally operate in

a responsible fashion and typically work at low speeds.

Whereas most practical teleoperation schemes are “unilateral,” which means that all control signals travel down

from master to slave with only visual feedback traveling back upwards to the operator, one may equally consider “bilat-

eral” control [194,195]. By reflecting back position errors or forces measured at the slave to the master, the operator

could in principle be made aware more rapidly of the interactions that are taking place at the slave side. Balicki et al.

implemented both uni- and bilateral controllers [196]. Bilateral controllers can be made responsive to any kind of posi-

tion or force tracking error [194,195]. For the former it suffices to compute, for example, from the robot encoders of

master and slave, the tracking error. For the latter one needs to measure the interaction forces of the eye that one wants

to feedback. While quite some force-sensing instruments have been developed in the past (as depicted in Fig. 36.9),

most of the governing forces stay well below human thresholds [9]. “Force scaling” would thus need to be applied if

one wants to render the forces to a perceivable level. While bilateral controllers tend to enhance the operator’s aware-

ness offering a more transparent method of operation, in reality this may lead to stability issues [194,195]. Balicki fur-

ther proposes cooperative teleoperation behavior. In this hybrid control scheme a robot designed for cooperative

control can be jointly controlled by mixing inputs from an operator handling the robot and from a second operator who

provides inputs at a master console [197]. While this approach may combine the benefits from both worlds it does

require the attendance of two experts who would need training to become accustomed to this new method of operation.

Note that while ample works in the literature describe contributions to set up visual, auditory, or haptic feedback, so

far hardly any work has analyzed the usability and the benefit of one feedback type versus another. This was also a

finding of Griffin et al. who conducted a systematic review of the role of haptic feedback in robotic retinal surgery to

conclude that even in a broader sense proper studies on human factors and ergonomics in robotic retinal surgery are

missing [198].

36.7 Image-guided robotic surgery

36.7.1 Image-guidance based on video

The earliest work in this area was that of Dewan et al. [199], who described active constraints based on stereo vision to

limit the motion of the JHU Steady-Hand Robot to follow a surface or a contour using admittance control. This work

was done without a microscope, performing stereo disparity-based 3D reconstruction to constrain the robot for open-

sky manipulation. Disparity-based techniques were used by Richa et al. [126] to warn the surgeon of proximity to the

retina; this was tested quantitatively in a water-filled eye phantom and qualitatively in rabbit eyes in vivo, although the

proximity threshold was set to 2 mm, which is very large for retinal procedures.

Becker et al. used a similar disparity-based stereo technique to develop active constraints for Micron, demonstrating

accuracy enhancement in station-keeping, contour-following, a repeated move-and-hold task, and membrane peeling

[166]. Implementation of active constraints with handheld systems such as Micron is fundamentally different from set-

ting up admittance-based virtual fixtures with a grounded robot arm, however. Because Micron is not mechanically

grounded, it cannot apply force to resist the motion of the human operator. Therefore active constraints must be imple-

mented as position-based virtual fixtures [166], in which a corrective displacement of the instrument tip is automatically

applied in order to constrain the tip motion to the fixture. In such an approach, the null position of the tip manipulator

of the handheld system is taken as the user input to the system, and the reference position is adjusted in order to imple-

ment the fixture. Just as an admittance-type robot enables implementation of “hard” (unyielding) fixtures by setting the

admittance to zero in a given direction, or “soft” (yielding) fixtures by setting the admittance to a reduced but nonzero

value, likewise with position-based virtual fixtures, a hard fixture can be implemented by prohibiting all motion in a
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given direction, whereas a soft fixture can be implemented by providing (down)scaled motion in a given direction

within the vicinity of a given location, subject to the range of motion of the manipulator.

Becker et al. [7] also used this approach to develop a virtual fixture for vessel cannulation, scaling motion by a fac-

tor of 0.5 perpendicular to the target vessel while allowing unscaled motion parallel to the target vessel. This work was

demonstrated ex vivo in an open-sky porcine retina.

In a similar porcine retina ex vivo model, Becker et al. [200] implemented a hard fixture for semiautomated scan-

ning for patterned laser retinal photocoagulation. This work performed visual servoing using the aiming beam of the

treatment laser. To accommodate the limited range of motion of the three-DoF Micron prototype at that time [140], the

operator provided the gross motion from point to point. Whenever a yet-untreated target was detected within reach of

the manipulator, the control system servoed the tip to the target, fired the laser, and returned the tip to its null position.

Yang et al. [165] subsequently updated this work to demonstrate fully automated scanning, using a newer Micron proto-

type with a much greater range of motion [141]. This updated work featured a hybrid visual servoing scheme, in which

motion in the retinal plane was controlled via visual servoing using the microscope cameras, while motion perpendicu-

lar to the retina was handheld by closed-loop control using the optical tracker that accompanies Micron [169]—essen-

tially, the visual compliance approach of Castanño and Hutchinson [201]. Direct comparison with the semiautomated

approach showed that accuracy was similar at rates below one target per second, but that at higher rates the perfor-

mance of the semiautomated approach dropped off due to the difficulty of the human operator in moving accurately

between targets [202]. Also following a hybrid servoing approach similar to Refs. [165,202], Yu et al. [203] presented a

technique for hybrid visual servoing using microscope cameras for guidance in the plane of the retina and a separate

miniature B-mode OCT probe for guidance along the axis of the instrument.

Open-sky implementation allows good performance with stereo disparity-based reconstruction of the retinal surface.

However, when it comes to operating in the intact eyeball, this approach is highly problematic due to the complex and

nonlinear optics of the eye [168]. Recently, Probst et al. [204] presented a semidense deep matching approach that

involves convolutional neural networks for tool landmark detection and 3D anatomical reconstruction; however, to date

the work has been demonstrated only open-sky.

Methods that specifically model the ocular optics have been developed [143,172], but these have still yielded error

on the order of hundreds of microns. To address this problem for Micron, Yang et al. [168] exploited the manipulation

capability of the instrument in order to implement a structured-light approach (Fig. 36.20). Before starting an interven-

tion, this approach involves generating one or two circular scans with the laser aiming beam that are detected by the

microscope cameras as ellipses. The size, aspect ratio, and orientation of the ellipses allow the retinal surface to be

reconstructed. This approach to reconstruction was used by Yang et al. [168] to demonstrate automated patterned laser

FIGURE 36.20 Examples of research in image-guided robotic retinal surgery. Systems are shown during preclinical testing. (Left) Intraoperative

tracking of needles for iOCT-based servoing during retinal and subretinal injections [20]. (Right) Hybrid visual servoing for patterned laser photocoag-

ulation using the Micron handheld robotic system, performed during vitrectomy surgery in a porcine eye ex vivo [168]. iOCT, Intraoperative optical

coherence tomography.
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photocoagulation with a handheld instrument in intact porcine eyes ex vivo. This approach can be generalized by build-

ing aiming beams into other instruments besides those for laser treatment; Mukherjee et al. [205] took such an approach

in preliminary experiments toward vessel cannulation. Such aiming beams also have potential to be used for proximity

sensing to the surface, and intraoperative updates of retinal surface reconstruction [206].

The eyeball moves during surgery, caused sometimes by the patient, and sometimes caused by the surgeon either

intentionally in order to change the view of the retina or unintentionally as a result of intraocular manipulation. In order

to keep anatomical active constraints registered to the patient, it is important to accurately track the motion of the ret-

ina. There are many algorithms for segmentation of fundus images, but such algorithms are generally designed for off-

line use, and do not provide robust tracking in the presence of illumination changes or avoidance of mistaking

intraocular instruments for vessels. To address this need, Braun et al. [207] developed a retinal tracking algorithm for

intraoperative use with active constraints that uses an exploratory algorithm for rapid vessel tracing [208], with an occu-

pancy grid for mapping and iterative closest point for localization in the presence of instrument occlusions and varying

illumination. More recently, this work was augmented by incorporating loop-closure detection [209].

36.7.2 Image guidance based on optical coherence tomography

OCT represents an alternative imaging means that provides far higher resolution than microscope cameras, albeit at a

much higher cost. Systems for iOCT are available commercially from numerous microscope manufacturers [210].

Efforts have begun to exploit this new means of imaging. Zhou et al. [211] described two methods to segment an intra-

ocular surgical needle: one using morphological features of the needle as detected in the OCT images, and the other

using a fully convolutional network. The methods were demonstrated in porcine eyes ex vivo. However, these methods

require volumetric datasets, and do not work in real time. To address this shortcoming, Weiss et al. [134] presented a

technique that uses five parallel iOCT B-scans to track the needle, detecting the elliptical section of the needle in each

scan. The same group has also presented a similar technique, using a larger number of B-scans (128 along x, and the

same number along y), to perform marker-free robot hand�eye calibration, which they have demonstrated in intact por-

cine eyes ex vivo [212]. Tracking of the needle after it enters tissue remains an open research problem [134], which the

group has begun to address by registering the needle to a computer-aided design model before the tip enters the retina,

and then predicting the tip position and orientation after subretinal entry using the known input commands [20].

OCT information can be acquired not only through the pupil, but also through intraocular surgical instruments. The

laboratory of J.U. Kang at Johns Hopkins University has developed common-path SS OCT (CP-SSOCT) with a fiber-

optic probe that is fabricated to fit within a 26 G needle [45]. The system provides an OCT A-scan with a resolution of

1.8 μm over a range of 3686.4 μm from the tip of the probe. Automated scanning of an OCT probe to acquire 3D retinal

imagery using this technology was demonstrated using Micron [57,101]. Yang et al. obtained stabilized OCT images of

A-mode and M-mode scans in air and live rabbit eyes.

The Kang group has also demonstrated a wide range of capabilities using SMART handheld instruments combining

their OCT technology with one-DoF axial actuation (see Section 36.5.2). The technology can perform functions such as

servoing to a selected stand-off distance from the surface [52], or actively compensating hand tremor along the axial

dimension of the instrument [213]. They have also combined the technology with a motorized microforceps for epiret-

inal membranectomy and have demonstrated improved accuracy and reduced task completion time in an artificial task

involving picking up 125-μm optical fibers from a soft polymer surface [214]. They have used the depth servoing capa-

bility to perform subretinal injections with enhanced accuracy in a porcine retina ex vivo in an open-sky experiment

[45]. Compared to freehand injection, where depth varied over a range of 200 μm, the RMS error of OCT-guided injec-

tion in gelatin and ex vivo bovine eyes stayed below 7.48 and 10.95 μm, respectively [45]. The group has also devel-

oped the capability to calculate lateral displacement from the value of cross-correlation coefficient based on the speckle

model, and used this to demonstrate real-time estimation of scanning speed in freehand retinal scanning in order to

reduce distortion due to motion artifacts [215].

36.8 Conclusion and future work

Robotic microsurgery is still in its infancy but has already begun to change the perspective of retinal surgery. Robotic

retinal surgery has been successfully carried out in a limited number of patients, using a few surgical systems such as

the PRECEYES Surgical System [216] or the system by KU Leuven [179]. Performing new treatments such as retinal

vein cannulation has now become technically feasible due to improved stability and tremor cancellation functionality.

New developments such as augmented reality, haptic guidance, and micrometer-scale distance sensing will further
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impact the efficiency and reliability of these interventions. Recent contributions have led to the arrival of instruments

featuring superior dexterity. These futuristic devices could initiate clinical efforts to design radically new surgical tech-

niques. Innovations in material science, drug development, retinal chips, and gene and cell therapy are expected to cre-

ate a whole new set of engineering challenges. Together with advances in imaging, robotics has become among the

most promising trends in advancing the field of retinal microsurgery. As a result an increasing number of academic

institutions have embarked on research projects to investigate ever more powerful systems. This section identifies the

main challenges ahead, striving to outline the direction of the next decade of research in retinal surgery.

36.8.1 Practical challenges ahead

There are several challenges in the road ahead. Existing robotic systems are still very expensive and should be first

adopted and accepted by both surgeons and patients to become sufficiently useful in the operating room (OR). At that

point the OR culture will need to change. Dedicated training programs would need to be developed and robotic surgery

included in the surgical curriculum. Further, robotic systems need to be developed so that currently impossible interven-

tions are achieved, such as, for example, retinal vein cannulation or subretinal delivery of novel therapeutics. Technical

feasibility alone is not sufficient, as the safety and effectiveness of supplied substances and drugs must be validated as

well. An important challenge for robot developers is hence to establish a solid collaboration with the pharmaceutical

industry. The adoption of robotic systems in commonplace procedures such as ERM peeling, which despite its dexterity

requirement is routinely and successfully performed in the Western world, does not support the high cost of introducing

a robot into the OR. The added value is too restricted for these scenarios. Therefore we anticipate that the way forward

for retinal surgical robotics will depend on a combination of the following three key characteristics: (1) system optimi-

zation including enhancing the usability, reduction of cost, and miniaturization in order to reduce the space occupation

in the OR; (2) the capability to delivery targeted drugs and substances ultraminimally invasively, opening the path to

new treatment methods; and (3) automation to enable the parallel execution of a plurality of surgical procedures oper-

ated by a surgery supervisor.

36.8.2 System optimization

In the case of developing robotic technology for microsurgery, more effort is needed in studying human factors to

design more effective human�robot interfaces that are intuitive enough to perform complicated maneuvers inside the

eye. Little attention has been paid so far to coordinating the control of multiple instruments at once. In manual interven-

tions surgeons regularly reposition the eye to optimize the view angle, and after obtaining a good view they then con-

duct ultraprecise manipulations. While this concerns very different types of manipulation, surgeons are used to quickly

switch between them. Virtual fixtures that coordinate and constrain the relative motion between instruments, such as

that proposed by Balicki [197], could be further explored to this end. Increased surgical time and cost remain serious

concerns for robotic surgery. Several strategies can be followed to limit these concerns, such as making sure that robotic

surgeons possess equal control over what happens with and within the eye. Another essential feature is the possibility to

quickly exchange tools such as that developed in prior work by Nambi et al. [44]. Further optimization of space would

be needed as well, especially in the case where the surgeon remains close to the patient space, occupancy of the robotic

device is crucial as it should not negatively affect the surgeon’s already poor ergonomic conditions. Multidisciplinary

teams should work together to understand how to build optimal compact and low-cost systems. Clinicians have tradi-

tionally worked together with biomedical engineers to design systems for specific applications, but have not been suc-

cessful in translating these systems to the clinic. Most commonly, academic research occurs in isolation of the

constraints that a real OR poses. For example, academic teams have designed robots that are challenging to integrate

into existing clinical procedures, therefore limiting their adoption. It is time to pay greater attention to devise stream-

lined robot design approaches that consider more profoundly the constraints of the OR, staff position, and assistant/sur-

geon position, together with ergonomics, microscope constraints, and the challenges of the actual application at hand.

The robotic retinal surgery community can therefore leverage the extensive work conducted by Padoy et al. on OR

reconstruction and tracking [217,218].

36.8.3 Novel therapy delivery methods

Depth perception and control is difficult in retinal surgery in general but is especially problematic for subretinal injec-

tions where in the absence of visual feedback precision in the order of 25 μm is needed to ensure critical layers, such as
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the retinal pigment epithelium, are not damaged irreparably [20]. The development of OCT has opened up new perspec-

tives in this context, offering the capacity to image disease on the micrometer level and at early disease states. This

spurs the development of novel tools and delivery systems that allow interventions in early stages before major compli-

cations arise. As new drugs, new prosthesis, and cell and gene therapy are being developed, we expect a growth in the

development of new miniature delivery instruments and microinjectors that, for example, under iOCT guidance, deliver

these therapeutic substances with extreme precision, targeting specific retinal layers [20,45]. In this context microrobo-

tics have made their appearance. Being the smallest representative of surgical and interventional devices, they offer tre-

mendous opportunities to push miniaturization to the extreme. Ultimately they could enable interaction with few and

even individual cells. Microrobots are one of the newest research areas in surgical robotics. Retinal surgery has been

one of the major drivers for this technology. Microrobots have been proposed for intraocular drug delivery and retinal

vein cannulation, and their mobility has been evaluated in animal models in vivo. The evaluated microrobots are pro-

pelled by electromagnetic fields (see Section 36.5.5). Electromagnetic-based actuation is preferred in small-scale actu-

ation due to the favorable scaling of electromagnetic forces and torques with respect to device volume. Even though the

minuscule size of the steerable magnetic devices makes the application of forces challenging currently, it can be

expected that as the engineering capacity at the microscale levels matures, microdevices will become valuable tools of

future retinal surgical ORs, primarily as means to precisely deliver novel therapeutics, and subsequently as mechanisms

to enable ever more precise interventions.

36.8.4 Toward autonomous interventions

We expect a progressive adoption of automated features, similar to other fields in robotic surgery [219], which could

ultimately lead to full autonomous execution of parts of the surgery. A long-term effort would enable a surgeon to

supervise a set of robots that perform routine procedure steps autonomously and only call on his/her expertise during

critical patient-specific steps. The surgeon would then guide the robot through the more complex tasks. Reaching this

goal will require the analysis of data generated from a large number of interventions. Significant research on the topic,

primarily on understanding the surgical phases of cataract surgery, has been conducted by Jannin et al. [220], among

others. Coupled with realistic retinal simulators, such as those developed by Cotin et al. [221], we expect that robots

will be able to undertake certain aspects of surgery, such as port placement and vitrectomy, in the near future. Visual

servoing frameworks such as those developed by Riviere et al. [168] would enable automated cauterization of leaky

vessels in diabetic retinopathy, therefore speeding up potentially length interventions. Finally, the upcoming field of

surgical data science [222] is expected to play an increasingly important role in robotic retinal surgery.
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